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CI{APTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Domestic violence, with its many facets, has presented enormous challenges

to theorists and clinicians alike. lndeed, when it comes to spouse abuse, there is

a popular belief that the solution to this criminal and social problem is for the victim

to leave the abusive par"tner. statistics show however that this is not easiþ done.

Due to the alarming nature and prevalence of intimate violence, it is crucial that the

situation of these couples be gravely considered. Although many programs, ranging

from gender based groups to individual counselling have been used to address this

issue, the battle to alleviate partner abuse continues.

The purpose of this practicum was-to implement a unique treatment program

for spouse abuse couples. Despite widespread criticism, though in keeping with

feminists concerns, conjoint counselling was used here. This was achieved by

incorporating a male and female cotherapy team, which was a key component of

lhis program. A systemic treatment approach was utilized, with strong emphasis

on family of origin issues.

Though couple counselling is the c¿use of much debate, the literature on this

topic is largely outdated and has little empirical data to speak of its success. The

paramount issue however is that we must examine the alternatives, challenge

popular beliefs and ensure that the interest of the victims, which rnay include boilr

members of the couple relationship, are protected. Couple counselling as second
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phase treatment, can be considered for some couples. lt is assumed here that by

this stage, the perpetrator will have learned to accept responsibility for his or her

violent behaviour. Specific criteria for acceptance of such couples into this

treatment program will be outlined.

l-eamiqg W¡res
1) To acquire skill ín using systems Theory as a method of assessing and

intervening with violent couples;

2) To gain competence in developing a hypothesis for trealment planning;

3) To expand knowledge of, and techniques in, coupre counseiling in the context of

spousal abuse;

4) To increase confidence in assuming the role of therapist with this pooulation:

5) To develop a sensitivity to gender specific issues experienced by both mares and

females in violent relationships;

6) To work competently and complementarily in a cotherapy team;

7) To ídentify my own personal reactions to famiry viorence and address accordingry;

and

8) To ensure the completion of the MSW practicum requirements.
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This controversiar topic of crupre violence where physicar force has been

used by one or more partner towards the other wiil be discussed in great rength.

specific areas that wi[ be explored here are the cited causes of family viorence;

chapter two focuses on etiorogicar factors, a description of the battered woman, tho

battered man and the dynamics of their abusive relationship as discussed in current

literature. some discussion of famiry of origin issues is arso incruded. chapter

three c-oncentrates on intervention methods by exproring different types of programs

ihai have been cione in the pasi, as weri as cruciai Íaciors ihai warrani serious

consideration. Feminists' critique of couple treatment is discussed in chapter four

and the key areas of concern are evaluated. chapter five begins the discussion of

the practicum itself: it provides detail regarding the components of the practicum

environment, including the outcome measures and criteria used. chapter six ís

devoted to relaying sociodemographic information about the couples as well as their

results on the scales and inventories used. chapter seven focuses on the influence

of family of origin.issues on the current situation of these couples. various themes

of intervention are discussed in chapter eight; these inctude a brief examination of

violence through a systemic view, as well as an elaboration on other crucial themes

that emerged among these couples. A discussion on the patern of resilience in the

female populalion of this group also occurs in this chapter. The conclusion chapter

summarizes the dimensions of my own learning experiences through this practicum.



CfIAFTER 2. UTERAruRE RE\/IEW ON SFOTJSE ABI.ISE

Although terms rike coupre viorence, abusive coupres, spouse abuse and

abusive relationships will be used here interchangeably, this is not meant to imply

a belief that both partners are necessarily violent, that the victim has caused the

abuse or that the victim and abuser share responsibility for violent behaviour. This

practicum was conducted under the premise that the abuser was solely and

completely responsible for his or her own use of force.

For a brief overview of the seriousness of spouse abuse the statistics are as

follows' More than 100 canadian women are murdered by their male partners

annually (Avis, 1992). More than 50% ot all women who are killed in the united

states are murdered by husbands who have previously been violent. usualþ when

they attempt to end the relationship (walker, f g93). At least I out of l0 women in

canada and I out of 6 in the united states is abused every year þ the man she

lives wilh (Macleod, 1g87). According to statistics canada, 43y. ot women who

have experienced.spousal abuse have left the situation. out of these, a staggering

70% oÍthem have eventually returned to these relationships (Johnson, 1995). This

confirms that wife assault is prevalent, and arthough leaving the situation may be

a reasonable solution to end the violence, it often does not end the problem.
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one must keep in mind the many reasons that women choose to stay, despite

the presence of abuse. Although it is easy to say that women should simply

terminate the union, the numbers prove that many women are unable or unwilling

to do so. women stay in abusive relationships for a multitude of reasons. These

range from lack of money, transportation, and a safe place to go (Hansen, 1gg3).

Deeper rooted issues are loss of social status, disapproval of family and friends,

and feelings of failure and guilt for leaving the relationship (Dobash & Dobash,

1979; Walker, 1979).

There are also psychological factors that affect a women's decision to leave;

the concept of learned helplessness (seligman, 1975) has been widely used in the

literature, to explain how a victim develops deficiencies in motivation, cognition and

behaviour. other researchers have sighted the emotional bonds developed with the

abuser as a significant factor. Graham, Rawlings and Rimini (lggg) claimed that

spouse abuse dynamics were similar to the stockholm syndrome, wherein victims

psychologically identified with fheir captors, responded to their kindness and

disregarded their. behaviours. painter and Dutton (19gs) called this traumatic

bonding. According to Browne (lg87), the most serious reason for staying in an

abusíve relationship was the fear that battered wives have of retaliation by their

violent spouses against themselves, their children and their families if they leave.

Their fears are real as women who have left abusive relationships have been stalked

for extended periods of time, and some have been killed.
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lnformed advocates of coupre counserf ing are wefl aware that such

intervenfion may be entirery inappropriate for some rerationships (Karper, rgg4), A

differentiation has been made between coupre relationships where ph¡æicar

aggression has occurred but no one has been hurt and the wife is not afraid, and

those in whic-h violence has been used as a method of subjugation and control

(Karpel, 1994)' Johnson (r9g5) made the distinction between "common coupre

violence" wherein conflict sometimes escalated to the point of minor violent

epísodes, and "patriarchal terrorism", wherein lhe male exercised lris belief that he

had the right to control his wife; this usually involved the use of terroristic methods

such as physical force, economic subordination, threats, isoration, and other tactics

of control. Although these definitions are not absolute, they shed light on the fast

that spouse abuse is not homogeneous and that various sifuations require various

responses. lndeed, when considering conjoint counselling, focus must be given to

the relationships where violence has ceased and the victims do not fear their

partners, where the abuser is able to take full responsibility for his or her behaviour,

and where the risk of recidivism is minimal to non_existent.

The literature on spouse abuse reveated a wide debate about who the target

client group should be, arong with a murtitude of theoreticar paradigms used within

each treatment modarity. rn fact, there are many differing opinions about the

etiology of spouse abuse itself.
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when exproring the cause of spousar abuse in the pubrished riterature, it is
evidentthattheorists from varying disciprines have deveroped differing expranations.

one of the earriest interpretations appears to be by psychoanarytic theorists, who

claim that the individua's personarity as formurated by earry rife experience

predisposes the abuser to be viorent, and the victim to submit to viorence (Hanvay,

f 993)' This perspective ailocates certain characteristics to the battered women

including a need to provoke violence, and a masochistic motivation thai perpetuates

violence. No empiricar data was rocated to support ihis view, which has been highry

criticized by feminists.

The feminist theory of viorence in turn states that the root of wife battering

was in the male's exertion of contror, dominance and power over his femare partner

(Birns, Cascardi & Meyer, lg94: Bograd, 1992: Hanvay, 1993; Walker, f979).

coleman and strauss (r9g6) found evidence suggesting that viorence rates were

highest in male-dominated coupres, and rowest in egaritarian cuupres.

social leaming theorists present another view. They state that past exposure

to violence, wherein abusive behaviour is accepted or torerated, read women to
expect the same in their adurt rerationships, and read men to be abusivc. caesar
(1988), Roy (1982), and Rosenbaum and o'Leary (1981) noted that batterers, when

compared to nonbattering subjects had a greater rikerirrood of having been abused

as children, having seen their fathers assaurt their mothers, and having bee'
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sublected to corporal punishment as chirdren. This theory appeared to be widely

accepted and has been incorporated into many treatment programs that will later

be discussed.

Sociologicaltheorists have also made contributions to the literafure on spouse

abuse by naming two influentiartheories: the subculfurar and the famiry organization

theory' The subcultural theory that violence is accepted as a culfural norn among

different cultural groups has been used to explain the prevalence of abusíræ

behaviour in some marriages. Further support of this berief is provided by

Gentemann (1984) whose survey results indicated that older, less educated, and

lower income women were more rikery to agree that viorence was sometimes

iustified. caution should be observed when using this theory as there is qrowinq

evidence that wife assault knows no boundaries.

The family organization theory on the other hand described the famiry as

being a stressful unit, therefore having a high potential for conflict and violence

(straus' 1980). lsolation is also seen as a factor that contributes to maintaining

violence because. slress is likely to affect isolated families, and resources to deal

with it are likely to be scarce (Farrington, i9g0).

To best clariff the comprex components of the spouse abuse ríterature,

discussion here will be centred on the analysis of the battered woman, the battering

man, lhe abusive rerationship and treatment programs used in the past.
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The Batbed Wornan

There are varying opinions about whether battered women present unique

characteristics that are absent in the rarger popuration of women. weiÞman and

Dreen (1982) presented the argument that battered women have a specific profire

that makes them a rikery counterpart to the battering man. They cited riterature

suggesting battered women have histories of violence from their own childhood,

have dependenqy conflicts, and have rimited coping responses (Roy, ig77). These

authors further craimed that the woman's own experience with viorence, arong with

her gender socíarization to be submissive contribute to her inabirity to reave her

abusive pariner. star, crark, Goetr and Maria (1g7g) described a pattern of

immaturity and the rack of an identity eaused by earry deprivation as characteristics

of battered women. Hotaring and sugarman (rgs6) in their discussion of risk

factgrs noted that one characteristic seemed to distinguish abused women from the

nonabused: this was rhat battered women were more likely to have wilnessecr their

fathers assaulting their mothers. According to their study, battered women

presented no other difference from most women.

Finn (1g85) craimed that arthough battered women were under a consicerabre

amount of stress, they were ress rikery to use active, probrem sorving methods of

coping. walker and Browne (f 9s5) on the other hand argued that focusing on

attributes of wife assault victims should be questioned, as their methods of response

may be significantly artered by riving in constant fear of physicar atracks.
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The Bathdng Man

Most literature regarding mare viorence against women refrects the

assumption that mare exertion of dominance over his female partner is a product

of gender messages instilled in early childhood development (Avis, .l992; 
Goldner,

Penn, Sheinberg & Walker, 1990; Walker & Browne, l9g5). Birns et al. (.1994)

highlighted the influence of sex role sociarization on an interpersonar rever, by stating

that men delivered viorence when their domestic dominance and position of contror

was threatened or chatenged. Jones and schechter (1992) supported this by

emphasizing that male abusiveness towards their women partners was a result of

thousands of years of patriarchar curture, institutions, and raw that permitted,

sanctioned' and even encouraged these actions. Rosenbaum and o'Leary (rggl)
noted a correlation between wife abuse and row serf-esteem among abusive

husbands, who were more rikery to view their wives' behaviour as threatenino

towards their self-concepts. Hotaríng and sugarman (1gs6) stated that the use of

force towards chirdren, sexuar aggression, witnessing violence between their own

parents, using violence outside the home, and drug and alcohol use we!.e attributes

that emerged in their study of batterer traiùs. They were noted to be less assertive,

educationally and economicaily inferior to their nonabusive partners. coreman

(1980) identified other characterisücs such as dependency confricts, abandonment

anxieties, feelings of inadequaqy, inferiority, personar fairure, and herpressness as

common to male batterers. Browne and Dutton (rg90) craim that men who are
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physicalþ abusive towards their partners, gain personar feerings of power and

feelings of controlling situations that fert unmanageabre before their use of force.

The .Ahx¡ir,e Rdalionship

when attempting to understand the intricacies of spouse abuse dynamics,

one must be mindful of the underlying reasons for the interactions. weiÞman and

Dreen (1982) name six major control themes that are evident in the battering

relationship, some of which will be discussed extensively in relation to the practicum

experience. These incrude distance and intimary, jearousy and royarty, dependence

and independence, rejection and unconditional acceptance, adequaqy and

inadequacy, and contror, power, and powerressness. They crari! that arthough

these themes are apparent in nonabusive relationships. violence tended to surface

when the established rures regarding these themes are chailenged. According to

!hem, such rules are rigidry porarized in viorent rerationships. These a¡-rthors arso

mention that there are two main reasons why the banered woman and the batering

man tcgefher make a violence prone relationship. Firsfly, violence ís seen as rooted

in their assumprive worrd through their own personar experiences and sociorogicar

conditioning, causing this to be rearned and rewarded behaviour. secondry,

relationships are marked more rigidry among viorent coupres, who supposedry have

narrow coping responses that render them poorly adapted to the inevitable problems

of stress and change in marriage.
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Finn (1985) drew a relationship belr¡reen. external stress and famiþ violence,

rather füan focusing on psychopathological factors. He noted difficutties with

finances, jealousy, arcohor abuse, pregnanqy, probrems with c*rirdren and rerative

difference with sociar status as factors that contributed to the presence of viorence.

ln exploring the stresses and coping strategies, his study concluded that battered

women and abusive men were under significant stress and had underdeveroped

coping strategies.

Great contributions to rhe riterature on spouse abuse rJynamics can be f<¡und

in walker's (1979) work. she deveroped the rycre iheory of viorence, which

describes the nature of the abusive rerationship. This invorves three stages: the

tension building phase, the acute baüering phase, and the roving contrition phase.

During the first phase, minor incidents of viorence ocq¡r whire tension srowry buirds

up; lhe victim usually attempts to diffuse these and usuaily succeeds. when the

tension became too great over a proronged period of time ancr the victim csr-rrd no

longer appease the abuser, she usuaily withdraws awaiting the ocrurrence of an

acute battering incident. This second phase entairs a physicar cutburst that usuaily

causes serious injury to the victim, sometimes requiring hospitarization. Foilowing

thís is the loving contrition phase wherein the abuseraporogized profuscþ, showers

the victim with attenrion and promises to change. This stage has been known to

be reinforcement for the women to stay, due to the intense emotions invorved in the

process. This rycle of abuse is usually repeated at a later time.
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Deschner, McNeir and Moore (19g6) discuss a more detaired variation of

walker's model, which incrudes seven stages. The first stage occurs when a

relationship forms based on mutuar dependenry that encourages isoration; rhe

second stage transpires when a noxious event surfaces within the relationship; this

leads to the third phase which is a coercive exchange; when one or the other

partner decides that the sítuation is intolerable the fourth stage has been reached;

primitive rage enìerges which is indícaiive of the fifih siage; the six stage invoives

the victim withdrawing fro¡n the batte¡er, while the l¡altered reaches l,he iasl stage,

which is the repentance phase.

Balcom (199r) suggests that a cruciar dynamic in the battering rerationship

is the ínteraction of shame: this he defines as the judgement of the serf as

worthless, inadequate, devalued by the serf and others. He surmises that the coupre

experiences shame for their behaviour on both the individual and couple level.

According to him, parental influence formulates three childhood processes that lead

to the internalization of shame. These are caused by direct shaming statements

from parents, the indirect process of negrect by failing to prc,ride for the chird,s

growing needs, crives and desires, and the inrergenerational transmiseion cf shame.

He further states thís deepry rooted shame operates in qycres, praying a mobirizing

role in the occurrence of abusive behaviour. lt seems that in an attempt to mask

shame, acts of violence are used, reading to further guirt and srrame.
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Treabrrcnt Progrdrns

ln revíewing the pubrished riterature on treatment approaches that have been

attempted, it appears that conjoint æunseiling programs for abusive coupres have

been on therapists' agenda for the rast twenty fve years. The more significanr

changes however occurred about ten years ago. Historicalþ, a broad range of
programs using different theoretical premises have been employed. combinations

of these approaches have been used incruding brief sorution focused (upchik,

f 991), cognitive behavioural (Harris, 19g6; Neidig, Friedmar¡, & Coliins, l9g5),

psychoanalytic (Madonna, l9g6), social learning (Margolin, lg79; Saunders, tgZT;

Ïaylor, 1984). These programs have differing levels of intensity and involvement.

one of the earlier programs that could be found in the literature was
presented by saunders (1977). He chailenged the catharsis theory of aggression

which views abusive behaviour as an inborn tendency that cannot be kept within.

saunders proposed that it was possibre to reprace aggressive responses wfth

friendly ones resulting in tension reduction similar to hostirity catharsis (saunders,

1977). The goals.of treatment were to aid the coupre in improving positive means

of influence and problem sorving, to change the consequence of abuse, a,rc to

directþ inhibit the abusive response.

Margolin (1979) on the other hand proposed an anger management focused

program. This was based on the concept of sociar rearning and its aim was to

reduce the emotionar and/or physicar abusiveness within the rerationship, and
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increase maritar sarisfaetion. Margorin (f g7g) worked on the premise that

abusiveness was rearned, that it was a mutuar probrem, and was rerated to poor

problem solving skiils. she focused on artering the sequence of anger episodes.

cues that contributed to angry exchanges were identified by assisting the coupre to

be aware of earry signs such as tightening of a jaw and a quickened purse. A pran

of action to interrupt the conflict pattern was developed; these were related to taking

immediate action to disengage from confrict, pranning to reunite to dear with the

problem later, de-cuing the victim, modifying faurþ cognitions rcgarding rerationship

functioning which appried io ihe resiructuring of expectations that spouses herd for

one another and finaily, deveroping probrem sorving skiils (Margorin. f979). A

serious downfarr of this program however was its rack of emphasis on chailenging

abuser/abused berief s1ætems. As weil, her idea of de-cuing the victim praced

responsibility for the violence on the victim.

The social learning theorywas arso used in Tayror's (rgg4) program; hewent

on the premise that the raw expression of anger and frustration often led to later

violent marital inleraction. The model also viewed abusíve anger expressions as

leamed behaviour rather rhan personar or morar defecs; abusiveness was seen as

stemming solely from the abuser but deveroping into an abusivc system over time.

The release of abusive anger was seen to be intensiÍied by stress and by internal

abusive self-dialogue. Feelings of low self-esteem and powerlessness were related

to and precipitated by abusive behaviour. As well, abusiveness stemnletl fronr and
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was maintained and escalated by poor problem solving abilities. Taylor. (19g4)

strongly advocated that conjoint couple treatment only be considered for mild to

moderate abusers; he clarified that substance abusers, child abusers, severe

abusers or criminal repeaters should complete a six month program with either

individual or group work prior to couple work.

cook and FranÞ,-cook (1984) suggested a treatment program using both

systems and family of origin theory to treat couple violence. The couple members

were interviewed separately in the beginning. Maþr components of their program

included a thorough assessment of the relationship, the formulation of a protection

plan for the victim, non-violent contracts, differentiation, identification of triangles,

coalitions, sequences and themes. and the coaching of altemative responses. lt

was further recommended that a male and female cotherapy team be used.

Another treatment approach was discussed by Neidig, et al. (19g5), called the

Domestic conflict containment Program (Dccp). Based on a skill building format,

it incorporated both cognitive restructuring and learning principles. tt assumed that

violence occurred. as a result of lhe couple having skill deficits rather than faulty

belief systems, six to eight couples met for classes weekly, for a total of ten weeks.

Treatment was done through three avenues: instruction, behaviour rehearsat and

by being given feedback. The program was originally designed for military

personnel, therefore marrdatory attendance to sessions was required and enforced.

The program encr:mpassed six main principles: that violence in the horne shoukj be
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eliminated, that violence was never lustified, that it was a learned behaviour, that

abusive behaviour was a relationship issue, that it was ineffec,tive in the long run

and that it escalated when left untreated. A goal attainment lreatment ptan u.,hich

addressed control, anger, stress, isolation, ccmnìunlcaticn, conflict and lccus cf

control was introduced to the couples (Neidig et al., lggS).

A program that embodied cognitive behavioural concepts was the walker

Model (Harris, 1986). lt proposed an ínterventio¡r wherein the couple membe¡s were

treated separately during the beginning sessions. lt was further recommended that

the couple reside in different addresses to ensure safety, and their motivation for

therapy. conjoini sessions were rater interspersed. The main goal was to stop

violence from occurring, and to get the abuser to accept full responsibilitv for his

actions. secondary goals were to improve communication. conflict-resolution. and

problem solving skills. Harris' (f 986) description of this moclel included the use of

a male and female cotherapy team. Carejrrl attention was placecl on using lhis

team strategically, through building same sex and opposite sex dyads. with regards

to assessing the success of couple counselling, Harris (lgg6) found a pattern after

evaluating forty couples that she treated herself. success seemed more prevalent

with couples where the age of the batterer was increased, in cases of higher

income, when the onset of violence in the relationship occurred later and when the

couple had attended more sessions.
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of particular interest was a multi-dimensional treatment program explained

by weidman (1986). He recognized four faslors that were associated with family

violence: the intergenerational rycle of violence, socioeconomic status, social stress

and social isolation. This model was adopted by a family service agenry that

provided four components to treatment; these included a structured cognitive

behavioural group for men, women, children and couples. couples were usually

involved in the oiher groups when appropriate. Tris progranl was designed to end

violence and enhance familial growth. conjoint sessir:ns were iypi<;ally expected to

involve twenty sessions.

McKain (1986) utilized both systems and alienation theory in his treatment

program for violent couples. Alienation theory according to the author views the

family as an interpersonal s¡rstem having goals, means and a consequent degree

of function-dysfunction depending upon the compatibility of goals and means. This

lreatment model was designed to reduce the potential for violence by changing

family structures and challenging belief systems that maintain the violent rycle. The

circumplex model.was used for assessment. Although both coupte members were

present, this model was used in a group seüing where a small nurnbe!. of couples

participated simultaneously. Therapy was usually accomplished in sixteen to

seventeen hours, over five sessions that were scheduled within a time frame of a

week. The program was highly concentrated for ma¡<imum impact of the material,

and to avoid an extended approach which was difficult to maintain.
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Both psychoanalytic and systemic methods were used in Madonna's (lgg7)

treatment program. Based on his work with one case, Madonna (lgB7) suggested

that maladaptive thoughts and assumptions brought to the relationship by eactr

partner should be confronted and challenged. The goal was to halt violence.

lntervention was extensive and time consuming for the therapist, who was expected

to be on cail at all times. considerable effo¡t was place into anal¡zing unresolved

issues from the past. This program involved at least forty conjoint and individual

sessions (Madonna, 1987). A verbal agreement was made that ilrey would noi

assauit one another while the iherapist encouraged the gradual, measured

verbalizaiion of hostile affects. Alternative means of expression were also

considered (Madonna, 1987).

One of the more recent treatment programs was presented by Lipchik ll gg l ).

she.approached couple violence with a brief solution focus. This model looks at the

exceptions to the problem by pointing out positive experiences within the

relationship, and bringing the couple to recognize their own strengths. These

principles were reinforced, encouraging the couple to move beyond feelings of

despair and self-punishment (Lipchik, lggl). systems theory was used as well.

Lipchil< (1991) explored signs of bonding and personal aaring between a couple

prior to acrepting them into treatment. significant effort was used in the intake

process when couple dynamics were careful observed. Her main concern was to

prevent the recurrence of violence, and to assist bolh rne¡nbers of the c-ouple to Íind
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the resolution that suited them best. indMdually and together. Sucress also meanl

, th" effective facilitation of a mutually satisfying sense of c-losure. Lipchik (1991)

' argued that a variety of couple treatment programs for violent couples were
ì

: necessary, as there were wide diversities a¡îong these couples.
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CIIAPTER 3. INTERVENTON

By understanding the riterature on abusive dynamics, cne becemes awa¡.e of

the volatility and uniqueness of this population, making it in:perative that cnr¡,

appropriate treatment methods be considered. Although cieciding to treat abusive

couples conjointly is not an easy task, it seems even more effort shourd be

delegated to selecting the most effective treatment pran. lndeed, selecting this form

of treatment is onry the first step, as so many oiher factors must be considered

thereafter.

Slrsbrnb Treabner¡t Approacft

The syetemic approacfr was chosen as the primary theoretical intervention for

this.practicum. Basic systems theory suggests that a change in one parl of a
system will bring about change in ail of the other parrs, lhereby changing the system

as a whole (Hartman & Laird, rgg3). rndeed, -'he generar consensus among

theorists is that the system is more than the sum of its elements, which is composed

of the parts and the way they function together (Hartman & Laird, rgg3; Nichors &

Everett, 1986; Nichors & schwarÞ, r995). The coupre members interactwithin their

marriage' similar to parrs of an organism. some systemic practitioners view the

couple as beíng locked into a recurrent vicious ryde which each has a part in

maintaining (cook & FranÞ-cook, r9g4); others view spouse abuse as the resurt
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of a husband attempting to restore the equiribríum in the rerationship (weiÞman &
Dreen, 1982).

For the purpose of this practicum, the s¡ætemic approach is appropr-iate as

it allows two cruciar assumptions to be incorporated intc this treatment program.

Firstly, through this perspective, the value of couple interactions and the povrerful

nature of couple communicaiion are recognized. when dearing wiih viorent coupres

with very firnrly set patterns of rerating to each other, such interactions must be a
specific area of lreatment focus. secondry, the systemic approach aflows for equar

allocation of power to the coupre members, thereby emphasizing that each member

plays a very active rore in effecting change. with spouse abuse rerationships,

highlighting their roles as individual players within the system leaves much room for
holding the peroetrator fully responsibre for viorent actions. For this popuration

these considerations are vitar, specificaily when dynamics can pray a rarge part in

maintaining violent rycles. Clinically, the aim here was to a.lter the system as a
whole through altering its parts.

OUrer Appraecfles Used

It is signíficant to note that arthough the systemic approach was the

overarching theory utirized here, other more focused crinicar theoreticar approaches

were also drawn on during various stages of treatment. For instance, during the

i'formation gathering phase erements of behaviourar theory was used. The
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assumption that behaviour is maintained by its consequenc€s (Nichols & schwarÞ,

1995) was helpful in completing a more thorough assessment regarding indfuidual

upbringing. Viewing the client's behaviour as a leamed response played a key role

in clarifring what each has been taught by his cr her c.,vn farnily of crigin, and

exactly what each was bringing into the marriage.

During the intervention phase, structural fa'iily therapy was lieavily ielied

upon' This approaclr iras three essetrtial assuniptiorrs. Tirese a¡e tliat witiiin a

systern a structure exists which is governed by urvert rules; that subsystems are

formed; and, thal boundaries beiween individuals or subsystems are created to aci

as barriers (Nichols & schwariz, 1995). Although best suited for family work, this

approach was effective when used with couples. lt provided explicit details

regarding the hierarchal structure of the marriage. as well as the nature of the

established boundaries. At times recognizing, building, and strengthening such

boundaries were crr-lcial.

Strategic farnily therapy techniques ,.^¡ere also enrployed frorn tirne to tirne

when clients appeareC to be stuck in rigidi!,. This approach concentretes on

generating changes in behaviour rather than changes in unce!-stencing (Nichols &

SchwarÞ, 1995). Two types of change are gcnerally sought. First order change

is achieved by altering belraviour or interactions within a system, while second order

change entails modilying the actual rules ilrat govern the system (Niclrols &

schwarÞ, 1995). This method's tactical approach to task assignment sometimes
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created the desired disturbance. often strategic questions were asked in the hopes

that lasting change wourd occur as a resurt. working with the sequences of

interactions forrowing strategic questions produced some positive rest¡rts.

Family of Orþin bsues

The discussion on etiorogy and intervention, among o*-rer tiings, rends

tremendous weigrit to ilre power of one's famiry oí origin. one way or another,

previous exposure to viorenr:e, negrect r¡r other fonns of abuse has r:eerr rillked to

abusive relaiionships. on an interpersonal revel, familial ties with such members

also plays an instrumental role in the formation of conflictual dynamics within a
marriage.

The term "difierentiation of serf ' as discussed by Nichors and schwarÞ (t g95)

refers to the degree to which one psychorogicaily separates inteilect and emotions,

and gains independence of serf from others. These authors suggest that emotionar

forces betr¡reen famiry members operate over füe years in recurrent patterns; a rack

of differentiation in the famiry of origin reads to emotionar cutoffs from parents and

fusion in marriage. In essence. the ress differentiation cf serf one achieves pricr tc
marriage, the greater the lil<elihood that psychological boundarics between the

spouses will be blurred. unresolved famiþ problems can therefore lead to reactive

enrotional disiance between the spouses, physicar or emotionar dysfunction in one

spouse' or overt maritar confrict. Famiry of origin issues warrant urgent
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consideration when dearing with this popuration. specific attention may have to be

given to enmeshed and disengaged rerationships. For the purposes of this
practicum rhe emphasis on famiry of origin issues was used primariry as arì

assessment tool, to complement systemic intervention.

Ooüærag¡ Team

Tre use of fe'rare a'd rnare therapists seenrs highiy u'derepi.ese'ted in ihe

iiterature' Kaufrnar¡ (1992) suggested Lhe presenc-e o[ a fernale 6era¡rist at all tirres

because male practitioners don,t know whai ihey don,t know; Cook and FranÞ_

Cook (1984) also suggested such a team be useci for their treatment program.

walker (1979) advocated that mare and femare cotherapists must work with the

abuser and the victim. respectivery. onry after this shourd they be reunited in

sessions. The warker moder as adopted by Harris (19g6) advocated that the

presence of both mare and femare therapists is singurarry important in buirding trLrst

and rapport; they reported that c-lients begin to depend on samê sex therapists to

help express and clarify thoughts and feelings; these create ease in confl.ontation

and behaviours with sa',ne sex rathe¡. than opposire sex rherapiets; such ther.apeutic

rclationships are notcd to bc factors that cont¡.ibutc to succcss (Har.ris, .rg96). 
Thís

literature was lrighly relied upon during the practicum.
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Arfurd ksu€s

With the growing evidence that family violence crosses all cultural boundaries,

one must be fully cognizant of the effects of culturally biased treatment. cervantes

and cervantes (1993) discuss the necessity of maintaining a multicultural

perspective when dealing with violence in a diverse population. According to them,

a therapist must work within certain premises. For instance one must not rigidly

hold on to stereotyped beliefs about cultural behaviours, lt should be assumed ilrat

intelligence, problem-solving skills and <nping abilitie¡s are evenly distributed within

all cultural groups. They emphasized an awareness that cuiture moves through

socioeconomic and political realities; marital violence may therefore be related to

financíal stress rather than cultural attitudes. people from ethnic minorities may

also engage in a process of synthesis; they may have a need to form unique, life

enhancing coping styles to establish their own identities. The authors further claim

that it is entirely appropriate for clients to be bianltural/multicultural, as this

combination of cultures increases flexibility and adaptation. The final point

discussed by the.authors is a crucial one. They cited Jones (lgse), who stated that

responding to issues of culture as if all individuals are the same implies cultural

racism. one must indeed recognize that there are very rcal ethnic, sociohistorical,

and cultural differences both betw'een and within groups (èrvantes & cervantes,

19e3).
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Oürer Trcatner¡t CIonsidel-afions

It is vitar that other areas of potentiar conc€rns be evaruated. For instance,

a number of treatment programs have moderate to strcng concentration cn anger

management. Gondorf and Russeil (rggl) in their adicre present a cohesiv,e

summary of shortcomings to focusing on anger contror when treating batterers,

which are applicabre to conjoint coupre counseiling as weil. They state that focusing

on managing anger inrpries a shared responsibirity for viorence, and fairs to account

for the premeditated controiling behaviours associateri with abuse; they express

concern that anger contror perpetuates continued cieniar oÍ the abuser. Viewing ihis

as the soruiion to the probrem may endanqer battered women. communi¡y

responsibiliÇ is arso rerieved when anger controi is seen as the target area ior
change. common reinforcements for wife abuse and viorence towards women in
general seem ignored (Gondolf & Russell, 199.l).

criticism can arso be found regarding the use of c-ognitive approaches for
such a popuration' Hansen and Hanvay (1gg3) craim that it may be inappropriate

to utilize therapeutic approaches that rely heavily on accurate and clear thinking; this

may be ineffective because according to them cognitive distortion is common among

both perpetrators and battered women.

Willbach (1989) presents an equally concerníng facet of counselling violent

couples. He lrighligrits flre enornrous responsibiriiies praced or¡ ilre iirer.apists

prac{icing ill this fiekj' He empirasizes the necessiiy clf therapisis ireirrg ctrr'pelerrl
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in exercising good judgement when dealing with the responsibility for family violence,
which include having the abirityto withhord treatment in some siluaticns v.rhen safety
of clients is jeopardized. He further makes the statement that sometimes refusing
to treat a couple may be an effective toot.

with regards to actuar attendance to sessions, there are mixed opinions
regarding mandatory participation. A factor attributed to increased success rates
was the number of sessions compreted (Harris, 1gg6). The miritary programs

discussed here had moderate rates of success, which suggested that when
attendance was enforced crienis eventuaily got used to treatment and engaged

appropriateiy. Bograd's (1g94) concern regarding this issue however is that the
abuser must be there primariry to address his viorent behaviour and theraoy is
ineffective othen¡víse. one may argue ín response that mandatory attendance may
be the only force that wourd read such coupres, especiaily the abusers to therap¡r

in the first place.
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CFIAPTER 4. FEMINIST CRMAUE

There is much criticism of the concept cf coupre therapy par-ticurar.ry fr.cm the

feminist community (Avis, 1992; Bograd, 1992; Gcldner, l9g5; Hansen, 1993;

Kaufman, 1992), which must be considered by ail practitioners working in this fierd.

when treating coupres of this popuration it is necessary to evaruate the

appropriateness and effectiveness of the approach. According to Bograd (1984)

there are four major drawbacks to conjoint coupre counseiling ilrat therapists rnust

consider. These warrant extensive discussion.

The first disadvantage ideniified by Bograd (19g4) invorves the nature of the

therapeutic alliance. This direcfly affects whether or not the coupie should be seen

iointly at all. lndeed. with regards to the therapeutic rerationship. con¡oint therapy

does presuppose a treatment ailiance between the therapist anrj the crients. The

motives of abr-rsers can oflen be questionecl however; it is eniirely pla.r_rsible ihat the

male has attended to pracate his partner, his probation officer or simpry to monitor

what is discussed. in therapy. Bograd (r gg4) therefore cautions that therapy cannot

be effected appropriatery if the abuser isn't there to address his viorence or if he

seeks to control the sessions. To address this she suggests that at the very reast,

non-violent contracts must be meaningfuily estabrished with the crients.
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The second shortcoming of conjoint counsering with viorent coupres is the

fact that violence is not arways the primary treatment issue in such programs.

Bograd (1984) argues that assuming wife beating wiil cisappear if thef,rear,,issues

like pcor communication cr dependenry needs are addressed can be a trap,

because the husband's violence may in fact be the cause of such symptoms. she
furlher criticizes iherapists who aim for the reduction of viorence as an indication of
success. This impries that some viorence is torerated. To address both these

concerns she advocates that the primary goar of such treatment shourd arways be

ihe complete cessation of viorence. Arthough most treatment programs generaily

state that the viorence shourd stop, some are not specific in their craims.

with regards to the third drawback, Bograd (f9g4) states that when

counselling violent relationships, there is the tendency to perpetuate traditional sex

roles that have been proven disempowering and rimiting for women. she crarifies

that some systemic models tend lo begin working with the most mailleahle memher,

who is usually the '¡roman. Bograd (1gg4) cautions that through this process, the

responsibility for tþe peace of the domestic environment may be shifted tc her. This

then c-ould be interpreted as her having contror over her husband,s actions. To

address this downfail, Bograd (19g4) exprains that the basic power structure within

the relationship shourd be artered instead of just herping the abuser contror his

violence. Treatnrent programs shourd enrist pragmatic testing of varues, beriefs, and

sexual stereotypes.
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The fourth concern that Bograd (19g4) presents is the conæpt of preserving

the marriage as a treatment goar. she suggests that a powerfur intervention may

in fact be to empower the women to seek a legal order to make her abusive

husband leave ternpcrariry. she v¡arns that a dangercus situaticn may arise if the

therapist, the battered woman and the abusive man belie,"e that mai-i.iages a¡"e wo¡ih

saving despite the viorence. rn order to dear wiih ihis, she suggests incruding

structured separation of ilie coupre at cruciar stages, i, il-re beginni'g sessíons a'd
periodiælly if 

^ecessary. 
Bograd (r9g4) arso arrvises practicing rrrerapists who are

working with abusive coupres to check their own personar beriefs about the

preservation of marriage in general.

ln summary, the areas of feminists' 
"onc=rn 

regarding therapy in this form

seem concentrated on the following issues: (l) The safety of the women is seen as

being jeopardized. (2) Brame for the viorence is prac.ed on the victim due to some

of the terminology r_rsed. (3) Systems theory implies that Lroth lhe coLrple ar.e

responsible for the violence, as opposed to the batterer arone. (4) Due to the

patriarchal nature.of society male dcminaticn over wcmen will alwa¡,s exist and be

reinforced by scciety; these are not addressed in conjoint counselling.
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Literature on this approach to family violence is consistent in {he view that

safety is paramount, regardress of theoreticar viewpoint, There seems to be an

acute awareness that the dynarnics are intricate, cornprex and ccurd be rife
threatening (Cook & FranÞ Cook, l9g4; Hansen & Goldenberg, 1g9O; Karpel,

1994)' ln fact, in his handbook for working with coupres he cautioned that if the

therapist "mishandres flre inquiry into domestic viorence, one paÊner (in the vast

majoriþ of circunrstances, the woman) may be beaten, even kiiled, as a resurt,,

(Karpel, 1994, p. 290). other works have been cited that discuss lethality indicators

when working with batterers (Roy, 19g2; Stuart. 19gl). Harris (19g6) in her article

states thatwhen dealing with violent men and their parlners it is best to assume that
all abusers are potentiaily dangerous. These indicate that skiiled therapists take a

cautionary approach to working with coupres where viorenee has taken prace. rt is

for this reason that the mare and femare are seen separatery cruring fhe initiar stage,

to allow the victims to state their fears in their abusi.re partner,s absence. This does

imply that the \¡y'oman is in a position to gauge her own rever of safety, which is not
always the case. Although this step fails to provide an absolute deterrnination for

safety, it may serve as the defining factor for some. rn the crimate of abuse,

physical or otherwise one can never predict all the variables.
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Hansen (i993) ouilines that traditionar famiry approaches to wife battering
formulations resurts in therapists braming the victim, which encompasses many
levels of inequity for women. women have been characterized as dependent,
immature' clinging, hysterical and masochistic, and personality variables have been
attached io them that suggested they have brought tire abuse on ,iemserves
(Hansen, 1993). lndeed these were present in ¡re literatu¡.e. lt seemed 

'rat 
in an

attempt to define and categorize behaviours sensitivity to gender stereotyping was
ignored' Hansen and Gordenberg (1gg3) crarif however that neither the perpeiraior
nor the recipient of viorence were seen as a ,,hoperess 

victim,, in the conto<t of
couple counseiling. Rather they were both viewed as active individuars where ,,she

has the ability to protect herserf. he has the abirity to prevent his own destructive
behaviour" (Hansen & Goldenberg, 1990, p. S7).

The lssse of Respursibifity

Despite the.stipulation of systemists that the abuser take responsibiliþ, for. his
own acts of viorence, there is stiil the idea of shared responsibirity because both
members of the couple are viewed as a system. perceiving ,,coresponsibility,,for 

the
battering, and fairing to acknowredge and prace the responsibirity of the battering on
tlre batterer is a key concern (Hansen, 1g93). rt is for this reason that skired
clinicians take a strong stance against the use of force, and crariry at the onset of
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treatment that when it comes to viorent behaviour the abuser is held fully and wholly

responsible for his actions. This inc-ludes a statementthat violent behaviour is never

justified regardless of what occurred prior to its eruption, that conjoint sessions are

likely to be discontinued shourd viorence reoccur, and that appropriate authorities

would be notified. working with the coupre system is cruciar as it ailows the coupre

to address issues within the rerationship that are paramount, that have been

suppressed by ihe presence of viorence, and rhai requires a safe foru¡,.

l{eubality

The issue of neutrarity was grea*y criticized by Bograd (1992); neutrarity

refers to the stance taken by therapists that all stories or realities told by the clients

are relative and/or valid. Therapists in general do not place judgements on clients

actions. The concern here is that the therapist may, through the position of

neutrality emit the notion to male batterers rhat violent actions are sanctioned.

Erikson (1992) countered this argument by stating that one of the most important

tools therapists have is the abirity to confront crients about their behavicur whire

keeping a good therapeutic relationship. ln fact, advocates of couple counseiling

stress the importance of the therapist making a statcment against viorcncc. Karper

(1994) claims that therapist must state and maintain the standpoint that all violence

in a relationship is unacceptable and damaging.
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The Famiþ in SæÞÇ

There is a berief that famiry therapy's conceptuarization of famiry functioning

and of female development within the family is "restrictive and insensitive to the

needs of women" (Hansen, 19g3, p. 69). Moreo.¿er, feminists argue that

practitioners do not extend their analyses of battering to include the relationship

between the family and the broader sociar, economic, and poriticar environment

(Bograd, 1984). This is one of the more cruciar rimitations of nrost therapeutic

inlerventions. Bograd (rgB4) supports the idea thar vir¡rence arr<r power are,ot orrly

a component of marital relaiionships, but a reÍlection of sex roie requirements of ihe

rest of society (Bograd, 1984). Therapists who practice counsellins with wife abuse

couples should recognize that male dominance over his female cuunterpaft is both

historical and cultural. These traditions are sanctioned by current social institutions,

and,play a definitive role in the act of wife battering.

lnterestingly, the critics of rhis proposed approach to viorence in rerationships

give varying responses to the question of whether or not couple counselling should

actually be used. .The proposed arternatives to coupre counseiling diverge. Bograd

(1992) questions the methods of couple counselling rather than the approach itself.

she advocates that instead of focusing on what the treatment unit shourd be,

therapist should focus more on the content of material covered in therapy. Aiihough

Kaufman (lgg2) advocates that mare batterers treatment is the prinrary way of

dealing with the clinical íssues of wife abuse, he lists some suggestions for coupre
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counselling. Avis (1992) claims that proper education of therapists is essential.

others argue that battering groups for men and support groups for women are the

appropriate interventions (Goldner et al, 1990). lt was interesting that major critics

do not outwardly state that it shourd not be used, rather the idea seems to be that

it should be used properly.

Despite the ouflined criticisms and apparent rimitations, the systemic

approach warranls valid consideration. when used exactingly and by skilled and

informed counsellors tt¡is can prove successful for a small population. lt at least

provides one more option for the seventy percent of abused women who return to

their abusive padners. This step addresses underrying issues that are rett

unresolved when the couples seek help separately.

Perhaps it is necessary to arter some of the focus of insisting that women

leave their abusive spouses, to educating them of options if they choose to stay.

This should not by any means be interpreted as sanctioning women remaining in

violent situations, but more as an acknowredgement of the rearitythat manywomen,

in the current state of our society, retum to their spouses despite societar efforts. rf

couple is an appropriate candidate and counseiling is engaged in, the woman may

find some of her strength; she may gain insight into the quarity of her maritar

relationshíp and feer empowered enough to reave the rerationshíp at a rater time.
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Although there is a myth within society that "counseiling" or "therapy,, is for

the sick and terrlbly disturbed, many peopre from ail warks of rife with varying rer.rers

of wellness access this service. lt is the cÐmmon belief that because the male is the

abuser then he alone needs professional help. Given the dynarnics of abusive

relationships women are not likely to survive this experience unscathed; counselling

can play a strong role in empowering women.
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CHAPTER 5. THE PRACNCIJM Ð(PERIENCE

Sallinn

Referrals were sought from two primary sources. Due to the fact that it was

necessary for the violent couple to be ready for second phase treatment, it was felt

that the most appropriate clients would be referred by the Ma Mawi wichita Family

Violence centre and the local probation office. Meetings were held with these

services early on to establish a referral process. The Psychological Servicæs Cerrtre

at the universiiy of Manitoba was also explored for appropriate couples for this

project. Some of lhe couples were self_refened.

All counselling sessions took place at the Elizabeth Hill counselling centre,

formerly known as the communilv Resource clinic. sessions were video taped.

with prior written and verbal approval from all clients. weekly one hour

appointments were booked with all cnuple elients, with the intç¡1¡on of having them

atr.end eight sessions or more. Although the main intervention used here was

conjoint counselling, concurrent group or individual treatment was encouraged.

The practicum committee was comprised of Dr. Barry Trute, clinical advisor;

Dr. Diane Hiebert-Murphy, faculty member; and David Charabin, faculty member and

director of the Elizabeth Hill counselling centre. A meeting with the committee

transpired prior to commencement of the practicum; periodic contact was

maintained with these members throughout the process.
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Sr¡pervisbn

Direct clinicar supervision was provided by Dr. Barry Trute on a weekry basis.

The duration of these sessions rasted a minimum of one hcur per week, increasing

according to caseroad demands. clinicar directlon and feedback were readiry

available' careful anaþsis of ongoing and upcoming cases transpi¡-ed, whire video

tapes were carefully anaryzed. The coilrerapy process was also explored in detair,

and practical suggestions were provided to ease our adaptation i'to working wiilrin

this team. Attention was also placed on reviewing applicable lheory.

Gotherapy Team

Therapy was conducted through the use of a mare and femare cotherapy

team which incruded myeerf and feilow student. Dwight Heartv. Ail coupres were

seen together, excepting some instances when safety issues or widery differing

views were explored separately. This was particr-rlarly instrumental clr_rring the inta.ke

interviews, which were herd for ail c-oupres to assess for appropriateness, and to

e'¡aluate current or potentiar risk that crients may be subjec to. The mare anc

female cotherapy team ailowed the ruxury of using sarne anc cross gencer ailiances,

as early described in the literature review. lt was instrumental in role modelling and

role playing exercises. one of the greatest benefits was in having mutuar support

and joint efforts in formulating assessments.
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Treatnent Goab

Hansen and Gordenberg (rg93) ourines five goars for c-oupre counselring that

were relied on heaviry in this practicum; füese were addressed to varying degrees

depending on the situations that arose in therapy.

The first goar was to read the coupre towards the comprete cessation of

violent behaviour. euarities ihai ,Jrew thenr together wer e to be retained if they were

togetirer for adaptive rcasons. Hording flre nrar-riage iogether r¡oweve¡, was 
'ot 

a

primary goal, and caution was exercised to ensure that the t¡est interest of both

members of ihe couple was proiected.

The second goar was to reduce the "frood" of emotion in the rerationship.

Hansen and Gordenberg (1gg3) quarif, that both members are rikery to be

ovenvhelmed by these, the batterer by rage and the victim by fear. Therapy was

therefore focused on decreasing the intensity of these revers and on herping the

couple become more aware of them. Assisting the coupre to improve

communication was effected while they interacted, rather than through individuar

work with each partner.

The third goar was to increase lhe perception of choices for both the crients.

Both needed to l<now that there were arternatives to experiencing the rorcs of being

an abuser, or feeling líke a helpless victim.

The fourlh goar was to provide corrective emotionar experiences. ïris
included encouraging the batterer to expose his tender, frightened and powerress
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feelings behind the rage, and the victim's strength was emphasized. crients were
encouraged to expanded their range of experiences. The victim,s concept of her
own power was onþ likeþ that of a provoker of violent behaviour.

The fifth goar was for the therapist to aty with societar expectations and
reinforce that physicar abuse is wrong, and appear to the parts of the coupre that
agree with this.

Pre a¡d Fr¡sl llleæu¡er¡rer¡t

For a more ihorough assessment and effec'tive treaiment, pre ancr posi
measures were administered' Unique circumstances, which will later be discussed,

necessitated that some of the measures be used at various stages of therapy. The
Maritar satisfaction rnventory or MSr (snyder, rggl) was used to measure overa,
marital distress as experience by the couple.

The MSI was a 23g item questionnaire for chirdress coupres. with an
additional 49 items for coupres raising chirdren. True or farse answers are required.

The psychometriæ of this in,¿entory are repcñed tc be quite strong. The specific

domains focusec on we¡'e grobar cistress, affeci.,.e cc¡.nmunicatl.cn, prcbrer.n solving

communication, time togeiher, disagreement about financcs, scxual dissatisfaction,

role orientation, famiry history of distress, dissatisÍaction wrih chirdren, and confrict

over childrearing (Snyder, 19Bf ).
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various insrruments were used to measure perceived physicar and non-

physical abuse, both experienced and derivered within the marriage. These scares,

de*¡eloped by Hudson (1992) included the partner Abuse Scale: ph¡rsical or pASpH,

the Physical Abuse of partner scare or pAps, the partner Abuse scare:

Nonphysical or PASNp, and the Non-physicar Abuse of partner scare or NpAps.
scores a range from 0 to 100, with 0 indicating the absence of perceived abuse,

and 100 beirrg the perceptíon of extrenie abuse. These scares ænrair¡ 2s items,

and a 7 range likert scare for respor¡ses. Trese resporìses ¡ange frorn abuse

occurring none of the time, to all of the time.

All four seares arso have strong psychometric properties. Both the pASpH

and PASNP are more broadly used and were proven to have good discriminant

validity and excellent content, factorial, and construct validiÇ. These scales are

reported to have excellent internal consistency with alpha alwayrs in excess of .90

(Fisher & Corcoran, lg94; Hudson, 1992).

with regards to the formuration of rhe practicum itserf, efforts of preparation

began in September lg95; referrals were carefully reviewed in October, and by

November and early December intake interviews were compreted. Due to the

volatilc naturc of spouse abusc, cricnt avairabirity fructuatcd dramatiaeily.

Neve¡1heless, a moderate number of clients were engaged into therapy and the final

sessíorrs were conrpleted by the niiddle of May 1gg6.
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when dearing with this popuration, a number of consideratians had to be

observed. For screening purposes the foilowing criteria was set for invorvement in

conjoint therapy for violent couples:

1) Violent behaviour shourd be absent between the coupre members for a significant

amount of time, and there should be no fear of reoccurrence;

2) The abuser must have received some type of intervention for his or her violent

behaviour; this shourd have red the abuser to being abre to take furr resporrsibirity

for his or her viorent actions which is an essentiar componeni, as earrier staied in

the literature:

3) The couple must present some commitment to wanting to work on the marriage.

Although saving the rerationship was not necessarirv a goar in therapy: this wourd

ensure a sense of investment and motivation for clients in counselling.

lnüake and Screenirq process

During my invorvement in this project, perhaps the most frustrating aspect of
the experience was in obtaining an adequate size crient popuration. Despite efforts

to make appropriate e¡nnections with agencies, there seemed to be generar

difficulty in gaining access to coupres who courd ¡nost benefit f¡-om ilris inte¡-venfion.

A number of coupre cases eiflier approacrred or were referred to ilre centre. of
these some presenterJ as possiLrle clients for corrjoirrt trealrnent r¡f violent couples.
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The cases were carefuily examined; further terephone screening reveared that some

were deemed inappropriate as they either recenfly separated or were no ronger

interested, while other couples were preparing to separate

The remaining coupres were booked for intake appointments, and some faired

to appear. There was a generar commonarity of ambivarence over the marriage

amongstthese couples, with only one partnerwilling to attend counselling. Different

options were explored with these clients, They were offered individual sessions ilrat

may lead to couple work; efforts were made to accommodate their schedures but

to no avail. Many hypotheses were deveroped to exprain their unwiilingness, the

essence being thai ihey were not ready for coupre counseriing at that time.

A total of eiqht couples attended intake interviews. Among these, fourdid not

return for continued counselling. The first couple felt that their single attendance was

sufficient for their current needs: although the couple had many grave issues that

could have been dealt with in therapy they were not amenable to going further at

that point. with the second couple, it was revealed in the intake interview that one

partner was adcicted to cocaine and could not acknowledge the impact of this

addiction on their lives: individual sessions were booked in an attempt to address

this concern but the clients did not attend. The third couple presented a different

concern. Although the abuser had completed a men's group for batterers, he

severely minimized tire violenq¡ and attenrpted to align the ilierapists wiili irinr.

wiren this did rot lrappen his interest in contirruing diminished. They did not attend
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any further scheduled appointments. The fourth coupre raised a dangerous

cÐncern. The wornan, who was receiving concurrent individuar counserllng at the

centre wanted ccnjcint ccunselling. The intake inten,ier ¡s revealed lhaf bcth

partners kept many serious secrets from each other; the (r.r'cman fu*her disclosed,

and her behaviour confirmed that she feared her partner wourd becorne viorent

again.

There were ihree generar crusters of crient types that r observed during this

process. The first cluster represented couples who initiaied contact fo' Urerapy but

were not at a point where they were ready to receive it. These were lhe individuals

who, when followed up had ample reasons to defer treatment. The second crusier

entailed the coupies who were motivated for chanqe but the risk of reciciivism was

high for many reasons. These íncruded the presence of adcjictions. or ararming

levels of denial and minimization. The third crrster encompassed the cnr_rpres who

were ready and able to work on lhe issues.
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CfIAPTER 6. THE CLIENTS

out of the numerous cases that surfac€d, onþ four- coupres remained in
therapy for a significant period of time. Despite their commonarities, these coupres
had very uniguery different circumstances. These four coupres are the primary focus
of discussion in this report.

Treryor ard Marþ

This coupre was serf-referred. They presented as motivated and eager to
work on their rerationship, both having compreted a number of programs in the
community. Trevor and Marie attended a totar of six conjoint æupre sessions. They
were a young aboriginar coupre who had seven chirdren. ranging from ages four to
thirteen Marie was in her earry twenfíes and rrevor was croser to thir+,v. The.y haci

lived in a ctrmmon law relalionship for about twelve years. At the time of therapy

Tre'¡or was attending schoor fuil time attempting to comprete a grade ten rever of
education, while Marie had compreted fifth grade. Trevor herd a par-t time job as a
short order cook and Marie was unemployed.

Both received government assístance and resided in different addresses.

Their children were in the permanent care of chird and Famiry services (cFS) due

to the couple's extensíve history of arcohorism, spouse abuse, negrect, and

suspected sexual morestation by Trevor. To assist in viewing the quarity of their
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relationship the MSr was utirized as a measuring insr*nent. Due to the rength of

the scale it had to be c'ompreted over a number of sessions during the beginning

phase of therapy.

History of Violence

The history of viorence between Trevor and Marie was exiensive and

troublesonre' Both a,rnritted that viorence in the past incruded hítting, punching,

choking and kicking. Arthough rrevor usuaily initiated the viorent episodes, Marie

admitted to hitting him back in defense, or when he was vurnerabre. The ailegations

that rrevor had sexually molested two of their children were unconfirmed. Marie

had some access to the chirdren whire Trevor was not ailowed contact with them.

According to both, physicar force has not been used between them for over a vear.

Both agreed that the viorent behaviour began during their first pregnanry.

According to Trevor he was uncrer a significant amount of stress as he was

unernployed and anxious about parenting. He berieved things wourd þ4176 hss¡ r.rsry

different if they had access to parenting cûurses back then. The first viclent incident

according to Marie occurred when he came home rate one night after having been

drinking; she awoke to being punched in the head. Trevor repoded that he was

quíte remorseful after this happened and consequenfly ran away for a few days. He

eventually returned and the pattern continued. Marie rearned to fight backto protect

herself.
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Marital Satisfaction lnventory

ln the area ol conventionalization, Marie produced a low score which

indicated a moderate to great level of marital distress. According to this score she

may also have a readiness to openly acknowledge existing difficulties. Trevor,s

score on the other hand was rather high, suggesting a reluctance or. inabilit¡,to deal

with difficulties on an obieclive basis, Both rated mode¡-ately in ihe area of global

dislress; ilris slrowec,i great dissaiisfaction witir ilie i.tiarriage whei-e sepamìio¡r lras

been considered. Both produced approxirnately the saJre soores in aftective

communicalion which was evidence of Íurther moderate marital disiress. ln ihe

problem-solving communication domain there was an increased likelihood of

ineffectiveness in resolving conflict. some areas within the relationship may have

been considered "off limíts" for discussion with one spouse perceiving the other as

being overly sensitive or critical. Both wanted to spend more time together; their

scores were exactly the same in ihis regard, r-eflecting feelings of isolation ancl

alienation from each other. There were great lnconsistencies in their per-ception of

financial agreement. Tre.,,cr believed that they hac nloderate arguments abcut

money while L¡larie icentifiec this as the major area of marital cistrese. Both were

dissatisficd v¡ith some aspccts of their sexual relationship. lt is crucial to mcntion

that although the MSI was not curturaily sensitive it provided some exceilent

infornration regarding the couple's perceptions. The resurts of the test were

generally consistent with what was revealed during the sessions.
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It was hoped that other measuring instruments courd be used with this c-oupre

to assess the specific rypes of viorence that occurred. unfortunatery, by the time the

scales were rocated rrevor and Marie had abrupfly discontinued therapy.

Mârk ar¡d Jane

Mark and Jane were arso a serf-referred coupre who attended a totar of eight

sessions; six were conjoi't, one was i'divicruaily with Ja¡ie, a¡rri o'e wiih iúaik.

They were a caucasian couple, bollr in their late twenties and l¡ad beerr rnarrierl for

three years. Both worked full time, Mark as a welder, and Jane as a Çashier at a
local supermarket. Both compreted high schoor and resided together. Jane had a
ten year ord son with whom she had no contact; Mark and Jane were trying very

hard to have a child together.

History of Violence

Although the exact specifics of abuse courd not be determined, what emerged

was a definite pattern of viorent behaviour. At the time of this repor-t, arrangements

were being mace for thern to see separate counselro!.s, in individuar t¡.eatment.

According to them abusive behaviour bcgan carry in thcir rerationship. Mark

reportedly had an extensive history of arcohor use, thouglr he denied being addicted.

He regaded lrimself as a social dfinker and believed he controlled lris dririking quite

well. Jane rarely drank, The most recent viorent incident occurred four months
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prior to treatment. wherein Jane threatened to reave and Mark supposedry grabbed

her by the throat. The couple endured a separation, and then decided to reunite

and save their marriage.

Based on their descriptions, physicar force had become a regurar component

of their lifestyle. Both have been charged with assaurt. Jane compreted an anger

management course, while Mark did not receive any intervention. Two years ago
the couple aitended conioint courrselling; this was discontinued when boilr walked

out r'¡f a sessiotl durirrg a heaterJ argurnent. Ar¡ exceptign was r¡racie ic¡ atjnrit llris

couple into conjoint ireatmeni despiie the fact ihai Mark had noi received prior

individual treatment for his abusive behaviour. Boih were adamant in their craim

that they had ceased engaging in violent behaviour for at least four months: both

seemed abre to assume furr responsibirity for their actions: they were highry

motivated, and neither feared that abuse would re-occur.

Marital Satisfaction lnventory

The MSI was arso administered to this coupre at the onset of treatment. Mark

rated low in the area of conventionarization which is commonry asscciated with

average to greater lcvels of marital distress. Jane's modcratc scorc rcÍlcctcd str.ong

positive feelings wiihin the marriage. Both had high scores on grobar dist¡ess, wiìir

Mark rating consi'ierabiy higher. Tris indicated strong feerings of arienaiion and

anger towards each other, a rong history of probrems irr the ¡narriage, and
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increasing incrination rowards separation or divorce. According to this scare they
may show moderate cpmmitment to saving their marr-iage but are more riker)¡ to be
rated by cliniclens as having guarded prognosis. ln the area of affective
communication, Jane scored high which usuarþ occurs in ccnjunction with high
global distress scores, indicating extensíve isoration and negative affect in the
relationship' Mark rated a moderate rever of distress within the rerationship, and
may have indicated sonre desire to work in therapy to find better ways of e'rranci.g
intimaqy and mutuar serf-discrosure. Jane prorJuc-ed high probrenr-sorving

communication scores suggesiing the exisience oÍ a iong accumuiaiion oi
unresorved differences, where perhaps minor incidenis may precipitaie a major
crisis' ln such situations distress may be generarized into other areas of the
marriage' Mark scored in the moderate range, indicating that resorving

disagreements were rikery ineffective: ít was possibre that arthough disagreements

rarely oc'curred, they were poorry deart with. He may not be wiiling to discuss

certain issues' ln the area of time spent together, Jane reflected a moderate score.
coupled with her erevated affective communication sc€re however, this impried an
increased likelihood of her feeling isolated and alier¡ated from Mark. Mark rated

moderately, suggesting a rack of opporluni! or per-ceived desi¡.c fo¡- shared rcisurc

activity' With regards to disagreements about finances, .jane rated e><tremely high,

indicating that sr¡e viewed morìÈy as a iiiajor soufce oÍ nra¡.iiar ciisi¡ess.

Disagreer'enis about rnoney nray have been inrensely emotionar a'd a part of many
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concerns, ineluding expressions of affection and trust. Mark's score was moderate

in this area, suggesting arguments about money were cÐmmon. Both Mark and

Jane had a moderate score in the area of sexual dissatisfaction, with t,4ark cn the

higher range. This r"nay reflect that the sexual relationship was a source of marital

distress, perhaps a resurt of perceived disinterest on the part of one spouse. Rore

orientation scores showed that both had an increasíng unconventional view of

marital and parentar rores. rn the area of famiry hístory of distress, Jane scored

lrigh, suggesling that disruption in the famiry of origin was extensive. Jane was

likely io have experienced considerable alienation from her parents, where marital

disruption amonq extended family members was common. Mark on ihe oiner hanci

produced an extremelv low score. revealing a belief that his family of oriqin was full

of warmth and harmony. and his parents were perceived as positive rore moders.

Partner ab.se scale: phtsicar and physicar Ahuse of partner scare_

on the PASPH and pAps Jane rated 4g.3 and 6 respectivery; this indicates

a relatively high perception of received violence and fairly low level of delivered

violence within the marriage. According to Jane, Mark's use of force included

pushing, shoving, hitting, punching, kicking, twisting of fingers, arms or regs, biting

or scratching, and pinching. The key areas of physrcar abuse by Mark i¡rcruded

being slapped around ìlre face a'd liead, bei'g beaien so lrard ilrat slre required

tr¡edicai help, beirg beaterr wi¡en he clrank, beirrg plrysically ürrow¡r arourrd lire
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room, Mark acting rike he wanted to kiil her, Mark trying to choke her, and throwing

dangerous objects at her, most of rhe time. when Mark compreted the exact same

scales, a brcad discrepanqy was realized. Mark rated 2 cn the p,qspH, and 4.6 on

the PAPS. This suggests a low perception of physical abuse by Jane, and a

significantly lower rate of delivered abuse than Jane claimed he used in the

marriage. lt was concerning that Jane believed her experienced abuse to have

rated 49.3, while Mark acknowredged derivering at a score of 4.6. According to

Mark, he had physicafly forced Jane to have sex which she did not report; arthough

he acknowledged doing most of whai Jane craimed, he did not admit to twisting her

fingers, choking, kicking, biiing, scratching, or pinching. on the pAps she admitted

to delivering physicar abuse incruding pushing and shoving, threatening Mark with

a weapon' hitting and punching him in the face. acting like she wanted to kiil him.

threatening to cut or stab him, twisting his fingers, arms or regs, throwing dangerous

objects at him and poking or jaLrbing him with pointecl objects. With regards to

abuse received from Jane as indicated in his pASpH, Mark believed that Jane

threatened to hurl him with a weapon, but reported no other use of force.

ln the PASNP Jane rated quite high in her perception of experienced non_

physical abuse within the rnarriage. A good part of the time he beritiled her,

de¡nanded obedience to his whims, did not want her to have mare friends, tord her
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she was ugly and unattractive, screamed and yeiled at her, ordered her around,

frightened her, treated her rike a dunce, and was rude to her. She further

responded that most of the time he insulted or shamed her in front of others,

shouted anc screamed when he drank, showed no respect fcr her feerings, and

acted like a bully towards her. Her overall score was s6.7 out of 100. lLlark,s score

on the NPAPS, measuring the non-physicar abuse he derivered was considerabry

lower tlran Jane's responses. He generaily acknowredged abuse in the areas she

identified, although he rated these to be less frequent. His overall score for

delivered non-physical abuse was 24.7.

Mark's perception of received non-physical abuse was considerable as

indicated by his responses in the pASNp. He berieved that Jane acted rike he was

her personal servant. was stingy in giving him money, and did not want him to

socialize with his femare friends, ail of the time, A good pañ of the time she

demanded him to stay ai home, and ordered him arouncl. some of the time she

objected to him having mare friends and became surry and angry when he said

she'd been drinking too much. His overafi perception of experienced non-physicar

abuse was 26.7. Jane arso produced scores that generaily acknowredge this abuse

when measuring her perceived derivered non-physical abuse, but arso to a ress

frequent level. Her score on the NpApS was 1S.3.
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Jæ ar¡d Carnen

Joe and carmen attended a totar of ten sessions, four together, one

individuallywith Joe and five with carmen. carmen was in her mid_thirties while Joe

was in his early fo.ties. They had been married for fifteen yearc, and had three

teenage children; their son was fourteen, and the daughters were twerve and ereven.

Both immigrated to canada about twenty years ago, and ca¡ire íroiir veiy different

cultural backgrounds. carmen was of Filipino descent wlrile Joe was rniddle

eastern. carmen worked as an fuil time attendant at a downtown hospitar, and was

the sole contributorto the family household inc¡me; Joe, who injured his neck many

years ago drew a disability pension which he largely kept to himself.

Joe frequently interrupted carmen when she spoke during sessions, seeming

preoccupied with defending his position at ail times. carmen as weil was quite

distressed when she did speak, breaking into tears a number of times. she

presented as oven¡yhelmed with anger and frustratlon; Joe showecl lit{e

acknowledgernent of what she said.

History of Violence

unique circumstances were apparent regarding the use of force with this

particular couple. Both confirmed that carmen alone was physically aggressive

within the marriage. carmen repo'ted that in their fifteen years of marriage, this

occurred twice; one involved her throwing an object at him and the other entailed
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some shoving. Although violent behaviour is never justified, it is significant to note

the physical characteristics of this couple. carmen was barely five feet tall with a

petite build, and not likery weighing over a hundred pounds. Joe was six feet, with

a medium frame, and has earned a black belt in Karate.

Marital Satisfaction lnventory

Altlrougl-r tlre fuîSI was adnrinistered, Joe experienced greai rJifíicuiiy wiih lie
language therefore the cornpletion of ilris was prolonged. The couple regally

separated shorlly after the fourth session, leaving ihe scale unfinished. For the

same reasons, the second half of the partner abuse scales were not completed with

them. lndividual sessions were booked to assist with their transition.

Partfrer Abuse Seale: Physical and phvsical Ahrrse of partner Scale

on the PASPH carmen and Joe rated i.4 and i2 respectivery. This indicated

that Joe believed he experienced carmen as considerably more abusive than

carmen experienced him. on the pApS scores carmen rated .t.3, while Jce rated

0. carmen admitted to having demonstrated abusive behaviour, while Joe berieved

he had not. wide discrepancies could be found in their perceptions. carmen

admitted to delivering some violence. Joe in turn believed that carmen has used

force on lrim, but he has not used any on her. carmen's resurts showed that Joe

lhreatened her with a weapon, though he denied this. Both confirmed that Joe had
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never been physically abusive towards carmen, and that carmen had hit him and

thrown objects at him. Joe however reported that she also pushed and shoved him,

acted like she wanted to kilr him, bit, scratched and injured his breasts or genitars.

what actually transpired was rikery something between these extremes.

Miúæl and Jessir:a

Michael and Jessica attended a total of eight conjoint sessiolrs at ihe iinle oí

this report, with plans of continuing on in conjoint counsellirrg ft¡r an i¡delinite

period. They were a cauc,asian couple, of moderaie means. Boih were in their mid_

thidies and they had been married for eight years. Their three chirdren were pre-

school aged and resided with them. Michaer was seasonafiy emproyed as a
landscaper, while Jessica worked fuil time for an auto parts distributor.

History of Violence

Violence within this relationship occurred primarily while both Michaer and

Jessica were under the influence of alcohol. About a year ago Jessica contacted

the police to inquire about her rights shoulc she choose to !ea.,,e l¿iichael. The

officer ended up asl{ng numerous questions that led to l!,lichacl's arrest for

previously assaulting her, and using force on their child. He v¿as incarce¡.ated for

two montlrs and put oti probation for one year. Miclrael rrrairrtairred iiiat ire decided

to abstain from alcohol use prior to this incident. Boih reported that violent
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behaviour had not been displayed since. lt seemed that alcohol was present in their

relationship for as long as they could remember, as far back as their teenage year.s.

Marifel Saticfnclinn lnrraninn,

The MSI was also completed by the couple. Both had low scores in the area

of conventionalization, confirming the presence of marital stress, where there was

readiness to deal with some of their dífficulties. Their global distress levels were

exceptionally trigh, indicating strong feelings of alienalion; Michael's scÐre was

considerabiy higher, which validated hís staied anger towards Jessica. These

scores may have indicaied thoughts of separaiion anci divorce, thouqh these were

not ovedly confirmed during therapy sessions. Both revealed high scores in the

area of affective communication, which suggested extensive isolation and negative

affect. Jessica's scores were elevated compared to Michael's, perhaps suggesting

that she experienced a higher level of dissatisfaction in this domain. According to

their scores in this area, Jessica's high score revealed a view that their problem

solving methods were generally ineffective, while Michael considered this area less

problematic. Both presented high scores in the area of lime together, reflecting a

deficit in enjoyment of interactions with each other; this showed fur"ther

dissatisfaction with the marriage and suppoÉed the hypothesis thai separation or

divorce nray have been under consideration. A significant area with this couple

irrvolved firrances, wlrere t¡oth acknowlerlged that this was a major source of co¡llicl
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for them. This was a topic of constant disagreement in therapy sessions as wer.

Jessica attempted to keep on top of their biils, u¡hire Michaer showed ress concern.

According to their sccres in the dcmain of sex, Jessice was crear.ry dlseatlsfied while

Michael scored onry moderatery, This coincided with their reverations in therapy,

and proved to be ext¡-emely relevant. Their scores in role orientation reflected that

Jessica was generaily frexibre in this domain, and Michaer viewed his parentar and

household responsibilities as of equal value to his career. Jessica,s score in the

area of family history distress was in the top end of the moderate range, indicating

noticeable confrict between her own parents and possibre arienaiion from one of her
parents' Michae|s sc€re was in ihe rower moderate range which suggested simirar

circumstances as Jessica, with other tamiry members experiencino extensive maritar

conflict. with regards to the chirdren, Jessica's moderate score reveared feerings

of either disappointment or crissatisfaction with the demands of chirrirearing.

Michael's score on the other hand indicated that he viewed chircrrearing as

contributing to overail happiness in their marriage and to him personaily, rn the

area of confrict over chirdrearing however Jessica,s scÐre suggested parenting

contributed to maritar distress, with some confrict regarding parentar rores. Michaer

produced a rather high score, revearing significant conflict in parenting rores and

tasks' overall, the resurts of the MSI proved to be consistent wirh what occurred in

sessions.
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Partner Abuse Scale: Physicar and physicar abuse of partner scare

with regards to the pASpH, Jessica reported that previous r¡iolence as

inflicted by f'rlichael included pushing, shoving, punching, threatening with aweapcn,

beating her when he drank, making her afraid for her life, and ac,ting like he wanted

to kill her. The results of Michael's pAps direcily corresponded with Jessica's

experienced abuse, indicating both were in agreement with the degrees of abuse

Michael inflicted on Jessica. when her pAps score was æmparcd to Michaelis

PASPH scores, only minor discrepancies were noted. According to Jessica she

pushed, shoved and punched him. Michael's score in the pASpH was consistent

with her responses.

Partner Abuse scalu: Non-physical and Non-physical Abuse of partner scale

. Jessica's responses on the pASNp indicated a perception of experienced

non-physical abuse at a moderately low level. The main areas of abuse involved

Michael belittling her intellectually, telling her she could not take care of herself

without him, insulting or shaming her in front of others, screaming and yelling at her,

treating her like a dunce and being surly and rude to her some of the time. A good

part of the time he supposedly became upset when work wasn't done, and most of

the time he had no respect for her feelíngs. Her overall score was 23.3. Michael's

score on the NPAPS was also 23.3, indicating that he believed he delivered a level

of non-plrysical abuse equal to what Jessica reportedly experienced. Although the
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item responses varied slightly, the differences were not significant. With regards to

. non-physical abuse experienced by Michaer, his overalr score on rhe pASNp was
:

' 23'3, while Jessica's reported non-physicar abuse of Michaer rated 20.3.
:

: There we¡-e onry mincr discrepanciec in the repoÍs cf bcth Jessica and

' Michael which suggested that their views of what has transpii.ed in their marriage

were congruent.

:

I

I

:
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CHAPTER 7. FAMILY OF ORIGIN ISSUES

with regards to ail these coupres, a number of rerevant themes emerged.

Perhaps the strongest ccmmonarity between füem however was the overpowering

influence of family of origin issues.

T¡'er¡or ãnd ñáarÈ

Marie has had a difficult life. Her mother was pregna'|. with her at age fifteen,

and Marie was consequenfly raised by her aunt at her grandparents'home. she

stated thai she was a product of her mother's affair with a married man who had

a family of his own. Marie further stated that her mother had many partners and

many children. while growing up with extended family on the reserve, Marie led a

fairly isolated life. she did not have contact with her mother, nor did she desire any.

she admitted through tears that she was sexua.[y abused repeatedry by

various fanril;r ¡1srn5srs and friends. These experiences began at a very early age,

and continued intc her teenage ¡,ears. she met rre.¡or while he ,r,,as visiting the

area and she viewec him as her saviour; he removec Marie from the reserve anc

brought he¡'to the ci$ with the promise of a better life.

Trevor came into foster care at a very young age. His biorogical parents reft

hirn alone in the house for almost a week when he was only a few monlhs old; had

it not been for a concerned neighbour he likely would have died. He was
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apprehended and placed with foster parents who eventually adopted him. Trevor

became very close to these parents and considered them his famiry. They passed

away about two years ago. Litile was known about his upbringing in this home

however, other than they moved around the c-ountry many times. Arthough rrevor

spoke very highly of his adoptive parents, he did mention incidents of physicar

abuse when he "deserved it" particurarry during the rebeilious teerrage years.

Questions about riis criirdr-rood were evaded i* iiierapy, reavirig rai.ge gaps iri

informaiion regarding tris growing experiences; i[ was inlerestirrg ¡: .ote that Trevor

sirongly disapproved of the foster care system. Neveriheiess, Trevor ofien brouqht

up ihe subiect of his grief over his parents' deaths saying there were many

reminders rhat triggered his thoughts of them. upon turning eighteen. Trevor made

contact with his biorogicar famiry. He was greafly disappointed by this. when he

did visit he claimed he did not stay rong because he strongry disapproved of their

lifestyle which involved a considerable amount of drinking.

When considering the situation of this couple, they displayed strong

indicaticns cf inadequate differentiation frcm thelr or,,n famiries. one ma;, wcnce¡.

if Marie bondec at ail with any farniry mernber. r--rer un,,viilingness tc estabrish

contact with he r o',vn mother, or seer< suppoi-t from any rcmaining reratives

suggested that she lrad chosen to sever afi iies with them, signifyi'g ilie compretion

of an emoiional cutoff. Marie courd be described as inrnrature and rackirig arr

identiiy of her own, wrrich were rikery a resurt of deprivation during her earry rife.
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Trevor on the other hand experienced abandonment anxiety, feerings of

inadequary, personal failure and helplessness. His sense of identity seemed ill

defined as he often defended his parents, and yet evaded any meaningful questions

about them. His use of power over Marie to elevate his self esteem revealed his

frailty' Neither Marie nor Trevor developed healthy relationships within theirfamilies

of origin, causing disengaged relationships with their families. These in turn nray

have led tlrem to fornr ext¡emely blurred boundaries wiilrin their. marriage. suclr

fusion seenred to hold them tighfly together.

For treatment purposes, reviewing the influence of famiiy oÍ origin issues on

this couple was extremely significant. Having a clear understanding of both rrevor,s

and Marie's earlier life bore great relevance to the degree of change that could be

anticipated from them. Keeping in mind that neither had the benefit of family

support, solid emotional grounding that results from proper bonding in childhood,

or a broad range of healthy experiences, clinical work needed to be focused on

realistic, short term goals. Eramining their families of origin established at the onset

that the c-ouple would not likely ever separate, would protect each other at all costs,

and hac polarized rules of functioning. This further showec a.rery high le.¡el of

loyalty betv",cen both, which aff,ected their presentation in therapy.
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Ma¡k ard Jane

Family of origin issues were a definite contributor to ongoing marital conflict

with this ccuple. Jane too was abandoned at a very young age, and rvas arso

adcpted at infanq¡. she had no information on her biorogicar family and adrnitted

that this sometimes bothered her. Jane became pregnant at an earry age whire

involved in another abusive relationship, and custody of the child was given to ihe

biological father's parents. Jane has had no contact wiilr her chird since. she

rarely discussed this in sessions, seeming to have great dilficuity with the fact that

she herself abandoned her own son ten years ago. Jane was sexuaily abused by

her adoptive faiher while in her teens; she endeci up runnino away and stayinq in

numerous foster homes. At the time of the abuse Jane told her mother what was

happening. but was not berieved. rssues between them were yet unresorved and a

large gap existed between Jane and her mother; this ted to much conflict in Jane,s

marriage because of the stress this caused Jane.

Jane believed she remained royar to Mark when arguments invohring her

mother occurred,.which was contrary to what took place with Mark,s famiry. Mark

came from a very rigid traditional home where his father was extrernely controlling.

Although he denied having any difficulties with them, his relationship with his family

caused muclr conflict between Mark and Jane. His ,.amily disappi-oved of Jane

ÌhereÍore she was not welconred in iheir honie. Jane siaied, and lJiaik confirnied

that he was unable ic¡ slarr<l up to thern wiren it carne io rnaliers ur¡celring Írer; íor
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instance at christmas a parcer arrived from them containing onry presenrs for Mark.

l'¡lark did not conf.ont his parents regarding their excrusion of Jane. Durlng a

planned visit home, t'Jark simpry cecided to gc by himserf to aile'iate any confllct

that would a¡'ise if Jane came with him. when confronted he usually responded by

stating that he had done ail he courd to tark with his famiry about this but rhey wei.e

not willing to compromise. Mark furìher defended that his father was a very

stubborn nran and nothing more could be done.

when evaluating this couple, the interpray of family of origin issues occurred

on an unconscious level. Jane was quite disengaged from her adoptive moilrer,

who was the onry person she considered "famiry''. Her mother's unwillingness to

believe that she was morested further separated them, leading to emotional cutoff

between both. This may have increased Jane's need to connect with Mark. arong

with,her cJependenry on him. Despite her own acts of viorence, it was rikery that

Jane viewed herself as a victím, and was accustomed to identifying herself with fhat

role.

Mark's inability to differentiate from his own famiry praced him in an extremery

difficult position, which created tension in the marriage. Having to satisfy both

sides, while he himserf fert trapped may have given him an overwherming feering of

powerlessness. This frustration could have been a main source of violent outbursts.

ln tliis par-iicular situation, blurred psychological boundaries developed due io fl-¡e

existence of l.¡otlr disengaged and enmeshed relalionships with il¡eir own families.
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clarifying famiry of origin issues was par.ticurarry significant in therapy as it

established a crear starting point for treatment. considering such issues

immediately brought to right the fact that both experienced unhearthy upbringing and

had entirely different expec'tations of what rnarriage shcurd be, thcr.cby padiaily

explaining why their rerationship lvas constanfly voratire. Betvveêft Jane perceiving

herself as a victinr, and Mark feering that he had ritfle contror over what was

happening this brougrrt urge.t attention to safety factors. This aiso confirmed ihat

both had separate issues regarding their famílies that needed to be addressed in

individual counselling. Viewing iheir family histories revealed the source of iheir
predictable patterns of coping, and defined their areas of greatest vurnerabirity. This

had tremendous clinical impf ications.

Joe and Carmen

With this particular eouple, family of origin issr_res car_rsec! conflicJ wiihin the

marriage in an overt manner. carmen was born and raised in the phirippines, with

strong catholic varues and sorid famiry ties. Joe grew up in the middle east, and

was entrenched in rsramic failh. The quarity of Joe's reraticnçhip with his own farniry

was fragmented. entairing variabre revers of distances from famiry members.

carmen and Joe had differing views about gender rores, parenting and everyday

lifestyle issues.
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There appeared to be some resentment by carmen towards Joe's famiry.

Joe's mother supposedry rived with them for a whire, at which time carmen not only
prc'rided for them but was arso expected to carry out ail househord duties. Joe,s

version of this diffe¡'ed; he craimed he spent a rot of mcney on their scn,s hockey

eguipment, and often made mears for the chirdren. carmen corrected him hovye,"e¡-

by stating thai she usuaily prepared il¡e nrears before han,i arrrj he nieieiy heaied

tl-rese up' After ihe couple separated carnren stated that the children beca¡rre less

stressed f<¡r two reasons: she believerr that tension ir¡ the hon¡e was reduced as Joe

and carmen no ronger fought in iheir presence, and secondry, Joe used to nag the

chiidren considerably.

Joe believed in raising the chirdren by more traditionar rsramic standards,

while carmen viewed the canadian way as more appropriate. she indicated Joe

had little understanding of the need to adapt as the chirdren got order. not rearizing

that they some.times required renienry. carmen expressed lha.t she worriecr ahor_rt

the children somewhat because of the gender role definitions the;r r.sce¡yq4 1r.nt

"loe' Their only scn was treated respectfulry and favourabry by Joe, gestures that

were uncommon in his apprcach to the females in his life. The girlc ,+,,er.e usually

treated with considerably less respect.

when considering the impact of famiry of origin on this coupre, one may

speculate that carmen had achieved an adequate degree of individuation from her

family. carmen was a strong wiiled womarr who kept a crose, but safe distance



from her parents and siblings. Arthough Joe was very independent and clearly

served to prorect his own interests at all times, he may be interpreted as being

emotionally detached from everyone, including his family of origin. His ccnstant

dishonesty which implicated his family members caused fudher difficulties.

carmen's strong ties to her family may therefore have been a source of jealously foi.

Joe.

At a quick glairce, tlre areas of conílici wiiili¡l tiiis nrariiage i-egarrjii-rg ía¡liilies

of origin seerned nrainly a result of two rliverse backgroun<Js confronting each other.

on a deeper level however ii was possible ihai Joe's misirust oi people led him to

be isolated, and he felt threatened by carmen's attachment to family members.

carmen on the other hand may have wanted Joe to conform to her idea of

marriage, allowing her to continue in her traditional lifestyle where divorce was

irregular. Joe's proness to premeditated deception suggested the presence of other

disturbances that may have been caused by chirdhood trauma. unfortunately, this

could not be validated nor addressed. The result however was an extrernel¡r

antagonistic relationship causing both significant grief.

Family of origin issues were extremery rele.rant in the context of ther.apy as

it revealed the bacl<ground information necessary to asscss this couple. lt bccamc

apparent that cai'men consistently held good relationships with other loved ones,

whiclr bore great significance to the stale of ilreii- nrarriage. Joe on ilre ofher hand

tended to alienate himself and sever emotional ties. This analysis in turn exposed
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the large gap that existed between Joe and carmen, thereby bringing fo'ward the

urgent question of whether or not they wished to remain together. Before

therapeutic work on the relationship could even begin, this essential question had

fo be addressed. significantþ, considering famiry of origin issues of this particurar

couple eventually resulted in the couple choosing marital separation, where a shift

from conjoint counselling to individual sessions transpired.

M¡drad a¡rd Jessira

Jessica was also adopted at infanqy, and was raised as an oniy chirci. she

admitied ihat she had not undertaken a search for her biological parenrs largely out

of loyalty to her adoptive parents. Her adoptive mother supposedly drank regrrrarry,

sometimes combining alcohol with prescribed drugs. Jessica also referred to her

as a.very controlling woman who usually meddled into Jessica and Michael's affairs.

Jessica left home at an early age and did not contact her family for many years.

She later made lhe decision to re-establish this relationship.

According to Jessica her mother used to cail on a dairy basis, though an

imprc'.'ennent r';as ncted as cornmunicaticn was reduced to e.rery æuple cf cays.

Michael admitted that this was a regurar cause of stress in their marriagc,

padicularly when Jessica found it hard to stand up to her own mothei. conflict

usuaily erupied wlretr Jessica's mother helped tlrerir out financially agaitrsi Micliael,s

wishes; the sum she has lent them tr¡ date is too substantial for them to repay.
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Michael's own family of origin presented some dysfunctiona.l patt_erns. All of

his eight brothers and sisters have either divorced or were going through the

process. His brother's ex-wife remarried another one of his brothers, and they,

along with their combined children lived near Michael and Jessica. Another brother

disappeared for a number of years, and c¡ntinued to live a transient lifestyle. lssues

of grief could also be noted as his father, who drank everyday of his life, passed

away a few years back.

Tlre impact of larnily of origin issues orr this couple were rernar kai:le. jessica

was significantly influenced by her mother even at ihe age oi ihiriy five. Jessica

admitied ihai she regularly siruggleci with achievinq independence from her. Both

confirmed that conflict stemmed from Jessica's seemin-oly overinvolved relationship

with her mother: this enmeshment contributed to reactive emotional distances

between Mark and Jessica. Neither acknowledged any difficulties with Michael,s

family, which suggested one of two things: either both were in denial of the impact

of Michael's family, or Michael has disengaged himself completely from them.

For treatment purposes, exploring their relationships with their respective

families had serious clinical significance. This exercise unveilec evldence that

Michael and Jcssica did not expericnce much emotional closcncss in thci¡- own livcs

prior to mai'riage. Neither were aware of whai constituted a healihy relationship.

Much tinre a¡¡d effod to repair a danrage,-l rriarriage was spai.ed, as irrfor¡¡raiiorr

suggested lÌrat there was rìever a bond io begirr wiih. This process leci to irelpirrg
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them establish basic communication, ailowing them to begin understanding each

other. clinically it emerged that a reasonable starling point vras to help the:"n define

the type of changes they sought. Focusing on famiry of origin issues therefore

assisted in mapping out clearer treatment direction.

lndeed, when considering these coupres, strong emphasis shourd be praced

on the state of their resolution of family of origin issues. The situaiion of the

couples in this practicum suggested that such unclear boundaries contributed to

increased marital stress, and perhaps violenc.e; in facL such issues were key

trealmeni elements in ihese siiuations.



CHAPTER 8. INTERVENTION THEMES

Systemic Anal;,sis of the Role of Violence

Trevor and lLlarie

It was rikery that viorence in the rerationship served to keep Trevor,s issues

about his own past from surfacing. simirarry, the receipt of abusive behaviour and
feefing afraid assisted Marie in avoiding the aftermaflr of rrer own traumatic

childhood' The coupre had an enmeshed and yet mutuaty satisfying rerationship

which they planned to preserve ai any cost. They were unable to individuaie; their

troubled histories, incruding their feerinqs of beirayar anci abandonment have rert

them dependent on each other. Trevor's previous use ot ph)lsicar torce served to

maintain his dominant position over Marie's submissive one: instead of using the

threat of physical pain, he now resorted to the lhreat of abandonment by tatking

ahor.rt moving away from her.

For Trevor and Marie, viorence rikery occurred at reast in part as a resurt of
both being exposed to violent beha.¿iour within their own families. Their histories

suggest that both were socialized to believe that violence was a common aspect of

family life. Both their descriptions of their home lives coincided with the thosc set

fodh by social learning theorists, as both received the message that such behaviour

was acceptable.
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when treating this coupre from a systemic standpoint, the abuse dynamics

can be viewed as ha'¡ing evoh¡ed into a recurrent patr.ern. Had it not been for state

intervention it likely '¡¡su¡6 have continued. The elimination cf violence however did

nct indicate the abscnce of abuse, as crearly the pattern continued cn an ernoticnar

level. clinically it was crucial to acknowledge that rrevor needed to maintain the

dominant role in the rerationship, and this hierarchal structure was rigidly set and

followed by both. Arthougrr shifting the barance of power was necessary, it wourd

not have been rearistic to expect immediate dramatic change. unfortunatery,

altering ihe system by strengthening Marie was only possible if Trevor believed thai

this did not threaten his position. For this case, this imbarance was a rearity,

engrained in both their belief systems. Recognizing this dynamic was crucial as it

defined the basic principre with which the rerationship operated: this further

elaborated that much effort and patience was required to change certain asperis

of the relationship.

Mark and Jane

when considering the purpose served by viorence in this rerationship, one

may speculate a twofold process. on Jane's part, the use and receipt of violence

allowed her constant attention from Mark which she often craved. Her viorent

behaviour caused him to respond to her, whire her acceptance of it from hinl

reaffirmed her position as a vitar member of the coupre rerationship. when he did
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use force and she forgave him, she may have berieved this to be proof that he

indeed needed her. Her own upbringing must have reft her feering arone,

abandoned and extremely needy. For Mark's purposes, viclent beha,¿icur was used

as a way of coping '"vith feerings cf po.,verressnecs that resurted from his own

upbringing. His limited abilityto probrem solve, along with paii.iarchal varues red him

to use force as a way of responding to Jane's exti-enre denralrds. rt was rikery that

the calm after viole¡rt episodes was nristaken for peace, flrerefor.e viorence seemed

to work. The pattern observed in the couple was consistent with warker,s (1g7g)

rycle theory of viorence, wherein the finar loving conrrition stage seryed as

reinforcement for Jane io stay.

systemically, arthough both were responsibre for their own use of force they

played roles that produced an eruptive rerationship. This in turn was prone to

violence. lt was possible that they disprayecJ argr.rmentative behaviour in sessions

so as to avoid eonfrontation of any real issres. Their erevated revels of insecur.i!

created a reactive cambination however, with serious ir.nprications. For treatrnent

purposes the couple's tendenry towar ds aggression was a l<ey element cf focus.

Discerning the rore of viorence in this situation emphasized rhe high riek of

recidivism, which red to a more thorough evaruation of whether or not conjoint

therapy was the most appropriate approach for them at the time.
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Joe and Carmcn

with regards to this coupre, carmen's use of force seryed as a desperate

attempt to communicate with a rigidly oppressive man. ln essence she vras trying

very hard to gain some control in an emotionally abusive situation. !t v¡as difficult

to assess Joe's rationale Íor receiving violent behaviour; perhaps this cont¡.ibuted to

hini being a'"viciim" thereby sti'engthening his posiiion should they iegally divorce.

He rnay lrave believed tl.rat accepting lrer use of for.ce wiflrout respo'tling put hirn

in a stronge' posiliorr of power. His abusive tactics were always on an emotional

level.

From a systemic point of view, the recurrent pattern of Joe arienaiing himserf

while carmen responded in anger was cycricar. They became accustomed to

defending against each other, and managed to block any other means of

communication. They were resolved to maintaining a hostile relationship, anci

somehow lost the motivation to interact peacefully. The presence of violence

exposed the level of deterioration the rnarriage had reached, shedding light on its

grievcus nature, .clinically it was essential that this be examinec clcsely v¡ith the

couple: presenting this to them as a stumbring brock hac high mobirizing value to

an otherwisc incscapable sequencc.
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Michael and Jessica

when one thinks of the purpose served by viorence in this rerationship, one

may speculate that violent behaviour, along with alcohol abuse occurred primarily

to keep Jessica and Michaer from becoming intimate. rt was quite possibre that

neither ever experienced intimary in their own famiries of origin, and probabry

sought this same climate for iheir mari-iage. This niay account fo¡. il-,ei¡. ex1¡-erne

feelings of alienation Ítotn each other, parìicularly siiicti fl-re adclictior¡ eicirier ri i¡i

their iives has been dinrinistrerl.

ln systemic ierms, ihe absence of viorence and recjuciion oÍ aicohoi ciisruptecr

their usual meihod of functioning, reading them to a point of c¡nfusion and

standstill. Neither had the benefit of hearthy rerationships to guide them through

resolving issues that gathered through the years. cInícaily however. their situaiion

had .tremendous potentiar: their marriage was at a phase where change was

inevitable therefore many opportunities for deveropment were present. Evaruatrng

the role that viorence prayed through a systemic standpoint was therefore

instrumental in fo¡:ming a timely and effedive interventon pran for- this ccuple.
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Ttennes af Gonbol, PorË, and pæerlessnes,s

Trerror and Marie

Trevor undoubtedly exercised control over Marie. As sessions progressed,

it became evident that although no violence was being used, Trevor tended to exert

power over and control of Marie in other ways. He periodically spoke of moving out

of province to start a new life by himself, and was unclear arrd inconsistent about

the inrpact of this on lris relationship with Marie. she responded to flrese threats

by statirrg that slle urrderst<¡od his frustraiion regarrJing íailing to get ttre childrerr

back, and that she did noi believe his leaving eniaiied a breakup. she further

expressed a desire to re-unite with him if or when he returned.

Trevor also tended to dominate the sessions. He spoke endlessly about

himself and his pain. often having to be refocused into couple work. when Marie

was.engaged however it became apparent that she held many things in and spoke

gently towards Trevor, careful not to upset him. To explore safety issues she was

seen by herself, she confirmed that lhere were no violent incidents whatsoever and

that she did not fear him. Although this was likely true, this response may have

been relative to hcw things use to be in the past. clearly Trevor has assumed a

dcminant role in this dyad; although the threat of physical abusc was not prcscnt,

lvlarie seemed aware that his emotional explosions were equally as diÍÍicuii io

handle. Hel own fragile sense of seiÍ has left her vulnerable and powerless.

Ackrrowledging the imbalance of power within this relalir.lrrship was a vilal
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component of treatment. Focr-rsing specifieafly on the dynamics of po,,,rer, contro!

and powerlessness provided a grobar view of their- firmry estabrished power

positions, where Trevor was crearry at an advantage. The fact that neither viewed

this as a problem further reinforced the porarity of these rores. This iilustraied that

change in this area required proper engagement oÍ Trevor in the therapeutic

process' He had to feel in contror, and this need could be incorporated into the

treatnrent strategy. Giving Ttevor praise for positive charrges in hínrselÍ a¡¡d in Marie

served as a reward for smafi achievements, a'cJ much craved e.cpuragernent.

Mark and Jane

Power and contror were exercised by both members of this coupre

relationship. Jane often held Mark's abusiveness over his head. craiming that all it

took.was a telephone cail and Mark wourd rose his job. she was aware that he

enjoyed and took pride in his work. rronicaily, her extremery row self-esteem

disempowered her as she became exiremery dependent on Mark,s affection, rt

seemed she validated her existence based on being part of a reraticnship, arbeit an

abusive one. Mark's use of contror tactics were evident in his viorent behaviour. on
a more manipulative revel he sometimes insurted Jane right in scssions, teiling hcr

that both iheir faniilies disliked her, but iiked him. To someone as Íragile as Jane,

these wordb we¡e i¡ic¡'edibly powerfui. sadiy, ii see¡ried sl-¡e beiieve,i sire r.equii,ed

his associati¡¡n tr-l irnprove lrer standirrg will¡ otlrers arìcj Lc¡ defir¡e lte¡ se¡rse of self.
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The struggre between Mark and Jane for power over each other had great

clinical significa.nce. lt revealed that both were locked intc desrructive

ccmplemenlarity, where they were desperatery trying to change each other. Their

emotional battles probabry left them exhausted and powerless. As well, v¡hen it

came to dealing with these struggles both functioned on an impulsive lever, lacking

a developed sense of consequence. All these factors together made it unachievable

to establish equal power positions.

For therapeutic purposes, evaruating the power and contror dynamics

explained why this particular rerationship was so voiatile, ryclical and violence

prone. lt became apparent that the most urgent treatment prioriv was to break

such dysfunctional patterns by reolacing some ot their current methods of cfealing

with stress Although this wourd not be easiry done. exproring their power and

control issues at reast exposed an aspect of the rerationship where both were

ac'tively participating. The fact thaj boih were openry vying for power suggested that

they may be receptive to redirection in this area.

Jce and Carmen

Power and contror were exercised by Joe over his wife carmen in many

manipulative ways. Being fuily aware that carmen herd very traditionar varues, it

was likeiy that Joe Íinaircially expioiied Carnren under ihe assunrption tirat indeed,

she would never consider a divorce. He often rlrade degratii^g corrrmerrts atroul
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people who were unmarried, insinuating that this was a status to be ashamed off.

This notion had some impact on carmen. what did ernerge was that Joe rarery

spent time at home, scmetimes disappearing for ten days straight without ccntacing
the family cr leaving a nurnber where he courd bc ¡-eached. According to carnrcn
this pattern of disappearance and mystery regarding his whereabouts has been

happening for a long tinre. rronicaily carmen divuiged iliat Joe did not trusi r¡er,

and often suspected her of lraving an affaír. Carmerr noted that lre did not allow her
parents to babysit the chirdren for fear that shourd she have an affair, they wourrJ

likely cover up for her. Joe used to demand that she seek his permission to reave

the home to do small errands.

carmen was trapped and reft powerress bv her own varues and her desire to
be fair. Perhaps the many vears of marriage to Joe red her to simory acceot the

situation. When asked why she has remainerj with Joe for so tong, she usuallv sairj

that she felt sorry for him, and thar it simpry was not r.ight to reave a man arone,

without his wife and chirdren. she berieved he depended on her for rnany things

and could not reconcile with the idea of abandonlng him, despite her misery. she
also assertec that she berieved a person was onry to be married once, and that this

situation should be made to work.

The ultimate in abuse of power in a rerationship was done by Joe, who tricked

carmen into being married in the Musrirn faith without her knowredge. years ago

he made her sigrr a roted up piece ol paper prior to atterrding iire mosque. sire
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trusted him whoily therefore obriged. She rater found out that she had signed a
marriage certificate and been married in his religion.

Reccgnizing po,arer and contror dynamics with this ccupre pr-cved to have
great therapeutic 

'arue. rn this case focusing on fhese issues ¡.e,,,eared that
carmen' who had adequate coping skilrs, reached the state of submission and
indifÍere¡rce' rndiiecfly, discussing these issues in sessions proved fo be a turning
poi't for lrer; it varidated rrer Íeerings of powerressness wrrire re'roving serí_branre.

Jc¡e's defensive responses in therapy further q:nfírn¡ed this. Evaruati'g the

dynamics of power, control and powerlessness was beneficial, as it eventually

forced them to make a decision about iheir marriaqe, which was rong overdue.

Míchael and Jessica

. Power and contror issues with this coupre were present when both user,

physica! force on each other in the past; however, they were most appar.ent in the

a!'eo of Michael and Jessica's sexuar rerationship. In essence, Irdichaer eyercrsed

control by refusing to have sex. Acco!'ding tc Jessica they had nct engagec in any

sexual activi! in armost two years. she stated that she berieved this was Michae|s

'*'ay of punislring her for having made the phone call that led to his arrest. Michacl

usually did not respond to this unless direc*y asked, and even then he had few

answers. He eventuafly admitted that he herd strong feerings of anger towards

Jessica. on the other hand, it was possibre that Jessica arso asserted for more
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power by strengthening her rerationship with the chirdren. Arthough she cared
deeply for them, she was futy aware that Michaer courd not separate them from her
if they wished to be with her' she knew that he wourd not deny them anything. A
stronger bond with them therefore reduced the likelihood of divcrce.

$/hen they lvere seen separately to clarif¡, *ie ;ssue of sex, Jessica
maintained tliat their sexuar reratioiiship v"as adequate pi-ioi to ii iieing wiii,heid,
she believed iilis also io be relaieti to infideiiry- issues. si¡e arj¡¡iitted ihat wl¡e¡l she
was drinking heaviry, Michaer caught trer flirring with anc¡lher man and he tord rre'
to stop' Despite the gains Jessica has made by drinking ress anci participaiing more
in parenting, Michaer continued to deny her sex and iniimacy by craimino the
changes were not enough.

understanding such dynamics were crinicarv rerevant. Their degree of
struggle with this signified their own depths of pain and fear. individuaty, rn fact,
one may wonder if there were even deeper wounds that caused such a gap beiween

both' Ther-apeuticar!;', this suggested that other secrets and gr-udges flra;r þ¿ye

been hidden which needed to be pursued in gccd time.
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Themes of Dista¡ræ and lntimæy

Mark and Jane

This young coupre presented many behaviours that suggested the presence

of a struggle between distance and intimary. Jane consistenfly stated that Mark did

not give her enough attention, which Mark consistenfly disagreed with. He did make

sonre minor attenrpis at satisfying her needs but these remained unrecognized. Due

to Jane's extlenrely low selÍ-esteem, her lreed for attelriion seenred insatiable. Tlre

issue of trusl was a sigrificanr or¡e wiür this cnupre, rargery because Jane was

betrayed as a chiid, whire both Mark and Jane have beirayed each oiher.in one form

or another in the past. Jane often disprayed behaviours that may be interprereci as

provoking Mark into anger: she wourd stay out ail night therefore angering him. and

then fight desperately to save their marriage. At times one may have wondered if

she'was not pushing Mark to abandon her, a fate she berieved wourd occur

eventually. Mark, as a form of distancing usuaily ignored her actions, and macre

cutting 
'emarks. 

He also used his work as an instrument for further distance. Not

only did he choose to work rong hours, but he arso berieved himserf superior to her-

because of his better paying job. chirdrike, lmrnatu¡.e quarities ',"rere displayed by

this couple as both were intent on having their own way. rn fact they oftcn bicr<ercd

back and forth in therapy sessions.

Exanrining these rhemes were clinically inrportant for ii-ris couple as it defined

tlre source of their íntense emotions; on deep revers both feared distance a'd
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desired intimary. Because such feerings usuaily came hand in hand they rikery

sometimes confused one for the other. This brought to right the fact that in their
current state, they were not rikery to ever experience adequate re,¿ers cf intimaq¡.

This revealed the extreme vurnerabiriÇ of both, suggesting that perhaps intense

individual work was a necessary foundation for conjoint treatment. After considering

such dynamics, the appropriateness of coupre counseiling was again questioned.

Michael and Jessica

Although power and conirol issues were strongiy rinkeci io .ihe sexuai

dysfunction of this coupre, the underiying concern to ail this seemed to be a siruogre

between distance and iniimary. Jessica's abandonment as a chird, her very

structured and controiled home environment. and her lack of a strong sorid

connection with anyone has rikery reft her compretery foreign to intimary. Michaer,

who was distanced from his own parenls due to arcohor rikery shared Jessica,s

feelings of alienation. Jessica attempted to gain croseness by asking to have sex,

and yet ensured that distance was maintained by r-efusing to abstain from drinking.

For a man who has given up arcohor compretery, this weighec heaviry. urtimatery

it seemcd Jessica Íca¡-cd abandonment. Michacr engagcd in thc rycricar pattcr-n by

insisting that Jessica improve hei'parenting skiils befo¡e intimary was to take place,

and yet ire corrtinually increased his standa¡ds Íor irer irnplovenreriÌ. ii seeri¡erl l¡oiii
desperately wanted intimary t¡ut also avoiderj it at all c.osts.
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From a therapeutic standpoint, this continuous dance with emotiona.l

closeness was at the core of thelr marrlage, and the root of most difficulties the;r

were experiencing. Their troublesome sexual relationship further suppor-ted this, as

they were unable to engage in this facet. *proring the themes cf distance and

intimary with this couple was essential as it was the singular exercise that guided

therapeutic intervention. This central area needed to be examined cautiously.

Furlher questioning in this direction eventually led to a partial breakdown in their

defenses. This provided an excellent venue for clinical work.

Then¡es of Denial ard Minimization

Ail the couples treated in this practicum engaged in denial and minimization

in one form or another. The individuar circumstances of these wiil be briefrv

discrrssed here.

Trevor and Marie

Trevor regularly engaged in denial and minimization, sometimes at extremely

concerning levels. For instance he tended to blame cFS for the removal of the

children, usually failing to acknowredge that the viorence, arcohor, and negrect

contributed to this. He was often protective of Marie vowing to avenge anyone that

harrrred lrer, lraving forgotten that he himserf use to beat her considerabry. when

lhe allegatiors of sexuar abuse by Trevor orr rtreir boys was discusserr. ïrevor
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always brought up the fact that he had taken a lie detector test that proved his

innocence, and that he was certain Marie's uncle had done it.

Marie on the other hand, whc wes viCimized all her life failed tc acknowledge

thc sericusnccc of abuse inflicted by Trcvcr'. whcn che did ciscuss thcse incidents,

they were usually' minimized into less se¡.ious events. !i seemed that in her own

view, Trevoi, despite his abusiveness towa¡-ds lrer, could siitply do no wrûng.

Mark and Jane

With Mark and Jane, Mark not only belittled the violence he inflicted on iane

but at times held a blank look when Jane discussed the abuse. when she brouqht

these events up, he usually did not contribute to the discussion unless directed

confronted. referring to them as incidents in the oast that he did not want to dwell

on. ,. Even then. his short answers revealed a sense of denial and minimization. A

padicularl;r diffieult topic for Jane wa.s her abandonment of her son. ln faet when

a genogram was being completed by the couple Jane did not volunteer that she ha.d

a child, She brcached the subject once, when tD,ing to explain her emptiness to

Mark, and her rooted fears about not being able to bear children again. lnceed. her

level of denial was concerning as well.

Mark also significantly minimized his abuse of alcohol, making jokes about

the time that he was drinking and driving with his buddies. He refused to admit the

possibility of an alcohol addiction by insistirrg ihat he was a casual drinker. when
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it was pointed out to him that much of their marital stress occurred because of his

drinking he usually diverted the subject. The levels of denial and minimization

seemed ala'mingly high at times. rn crinicar practice, much attention had to be

de'¿cted to clari,fing eafe! issues. lt vras possible that the ccuple unconsciously

engaged in mai'ital conÍlict dui.ing sessions so as to avoid discussion of palnful

topics.

Joe and Car rnen

within this particular relationship, denial and minimization were aiso evident.

carmen managed to minimized Joe's financial exploitation of her for her own

survival. allowing herself to believe that it was temporary, and not out of ill intent.

Joe on the other hand outwardly ignored carmen's pleas by usually trying to divert

her concerns right back to her. and siating that they were her faurt. He skilfuil,v

protected himself in iherapy sessions from hearing anything that may have eaused

him discomfcd. Joe could not listen, nor could he acknor^ledge that he ca.used

clinically, respecting that these were cefense mechanisms assistec in

undcrstanding thc state of Joe and carmen's rclationship. The degrcc to which

their relationship deteriorated became visible, which was largely consumed wiflr

anger. carnren's nrininrization served to prolong the agony of marital separation,

a process that she viewed with great apprehension. Joe it seemed was weil
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practiced in keeping himself safe from harm. Although alleviating their use of

defensive tools was almost an impossible task, breaking down barriers held

tremendous possibilities for therapeutic change. For the sake of their relationship

as pertaining to the children, some bridging had to be done.

Michael and Jessica

lssues oÍ derriai and Iniiiinrizatiorr were para¡ìiùu¡¡i wiili iliis criupie, aiir.i it

occurred on differenl levels. fuîichael deniecJ that anyone in lris family of origin irad

an addiction to alcohol, and yet he admiiteci ihai his faiher drank daily. He

rationalized this by saying that his father never drank ai home. Althouqh he himself

completely abstained from alcohol use because of its previous impact on his

behaviour. he was quick to say that Jessica did not necessarily need to quit as well.

Michael presented many inconsistent messages reoarding alcohol abuse. sometimes

claiming that he wished Jessica would abstain, and sometimes minimizing this hy

saying that at least she no longer got drunk. Jessica as v.¡e!! out¡.,ardly rninirnized

her "occasiona!" crinking as being well rvithin her contrcl, by stating that she could

get out cf bed the following cay anc tend to the children'c nceds. cf greatcr

concern werc both their tendencies to minimize the violencc that occurred in thcir

relatiorrslrip. Micliael blamed Jessica for him beirig arrested for assaulting lier,

despiie the fact tliat there were witrresses and that she tried to get ilre clrarges

dropped.
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when treating all these couples, varying levels of denial and minimizalion

were noted. The presenee of these mechanisms had tremendous clinical

signiÍicance, as they consistenfly signified great emotionar damage on the par-t of

the user. Despite the fact that their situations were quite different, denying and

minimizing served the singular purpose of self protection against the painful truth.

By focusing on these dynamics it became evident that denying and mininrizing had

beconre conrnronplace in tlrese relationships. lt was crucial that flrese patterns of

funclioning [:e recognized irr iherapy because they serverJ as rrrajcrr sturrrr;lirrg

blocks; ihey had io be moved before meaningÍul change courd occur.

The Pattern of Resil¡ence in Worner¡ vm:ms

lndeed. the concerns ouflined by feminists were valid when treating this

population. ln all these cases, there was ample room for dissolving patriarchal

control as all these women were treated as subordinate, weaker counterparts. ln

working with these specific couples however, there appeared to be a strong pattern

of resilience among the victims. lt is crucial that the struggles of these women be

given apprcpriately attention.

Marie endured unfathomable abuse throughout he¡" life, and yet she vyo¡.|<cd

hard to gain sonre peace. Despite her victimization she fouglrt for !ie¡- child¡e¡, fo¡-

lier lrusband and for lierself. Although she ultirnately could not leave Trevor she

Lrierl io rnake him listen, asserting for wrratever change slre q¡uld nrarìage i' him.
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Jane too was scarred by many traumatie events thror-rghor-rt her rife, incrr-rding

early abandonment, and sexuar abuse. Despite these experiences, during a few

sessions she was quite passionate in her arguments, re.realing a strcng

deterrnination tc fight. Her persistence to bear a chird again suggested a struggre

to make up for the abandonment of her own son.

carmen, despite being victimized by an oppressive man, maintained fuil time

work, assunred all household duties while pare^ting tee'age clriidren by herself.

She had tc¡ work even lrarder to change sorne of ihe rigidly patriarctral beliefs that

Joe insiilled on the chiidren, and on herself.

Jessica aiso displayecj resilience in many ways. Her own past issues

concerninq early abandonment and her difficurt upbrinqinq were maniiested through

the use of alcohor. she admitted that drinkino used to take precedence over

attending to the children. Jessica somehow managed to drasticari¡r reduce her

alcohol consumprion, with rhe eventuar goar of abstaining artogether on her own

accord. Despite Michae|s constant accusations that she was an inadequate

mother, Jessica usuaily brought to right the fact that that was in the past, and she

made many gains since. During the sessions she srowry increased her vcice, at

timcs being able to ask Michaer dircct and confrontative questions that she was not

able to before.
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ln relrospect, arr the femare crients during this praeticum, when given a

stronger r¡oice within their relationships seerned to thrive. The¡, all sho,¡¡.ed

remarkable strength and resilience. lt seemed they needed to realize that lhey had

equal power, a message entirely dlfferent frorn that derive¡-ed by thcir. n:atcs, their

families and society- in general.

ln the context of treatment, it was essential that this paitern of resilience be

distinguished, emphasized and refrected back to these victims. Not onry did this

allocate well deserved respect, but it sent a crear message that they were not

responsible for the violence derivered to them, that they had all arong been using

some abiiities to cope. and ihat they did have a qreai deal of control over their own

lives.
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CI-IAPTER 9. CCINCLUSION

It'1y perscna! learning during this practicum occurred in four general a¡.ees;

in my l<nowledge of working with couples, in working with spcuse abuse specifically,

in using systems theory, and in my own development as a clinician in this context.

As well, I believe my learning objectives as discussed earlier have been

appropriately riret.

Workirq wiür Couples

counselling couples was a reiatively new experience for me. despite the work

I have done with families. From the praciicum process I learned the value oi

working with a systemic point of view soeciticall¡r because so much transDired

between the couple members. and opportunities for clinical ehange s¡,rrfacer1 in the

transactions lhernselves. Particr-rlarly within these r.elaiionships, one padner alurays

seemed more motivated to improve the situation, and this agenda was usually,

enough to mobilize the other padner. lndeec, their hidden objecti,,,es usually.7s¡!s¿

and at tirnes were difficult to determine, but these got them to the therapy rcom and

brought unspoken issues to the surface. Although couple relationships formed and

were maintained for varying unconscious reasons, discussion of their issues seemed

io either strengtiren the relationship or break it apart. A very inrportant iesso¡i ihat

I was taughL itr superuisiott was that there was a big rliÍfererrce i.¡etweerr wirat
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couples wanted out of their marriages, and what they were in fact wilring to live with.

ln essence, r'nan;, in fact knorryingry stay in unhappy siluations and ner.,er lear¡e, but

this should not be mistaken fcr contentment or furfirment within the marriage. Goars

of t¡'eatment therefore have to be altered to address this accordingly. Another

valuable concept that was reaffirmed through this process v¡as that crients arvrays

had a way of stating what they wanted out of therapy, whether or not they were

aware of it.

Workirq wiih Spor¡se Ah¡se

wth regards to this popuration itserf, many imporlant ressons were rearned.

Due to the nature and seriousness of family violence. I found it absoiutely essential

to rely on written literature and supervision to or:ide my work in this fierd. Thrs was

one aspect of the profession where there were serioLrs repercussions to a therapist

being misinformecl. The diversity of materiar on etiology ancl intervention techniques

also taught me to sharpen my own good judgement in screening for varuabre

informaticn, while keeping it readily available for sessions.

when evaruating the situations of the coupres, strong consistencies with

published literature were noted. The descriptions of battering coupres coincided with

many characteristics allocated to such population by theorists. caution however

had to be exercised to prevent the perpetuation of stereotypes, to avoid broad

gerletalizatiorrs, artd to alleviate systematic categorizalions. hrdeed all relatiorrships
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were different. even when most sociodemographic detairs were the same. rn this

regard, the caution expressed by critics were duly noted.

with regards to specificaily treating viorent ceupres, acute clinicar issues were

noted. ln order to effect change I had to assume that dcspitc the infliction of abuse,

both parlners were ultimately capable of having equa! pov"ei-within the relaiionship;

this led nre to work iowards shifting power to the seenringry ress powerfur when

feasible. when deali'g with users of violence I had io niake ihe co.ceptual

distinction between stereotyped violent offenders and padners who had ended their

use of force and were seeking better alternatives. wiihout minimizing ihe violence,

it was helpful to sometimes deiract from the actual incidents and explore ihe deeper

levels of what lay underneath the act. I learned to tocus on the inherent desires of

the clients. either as couples or individuals to create a more functional environment

for themselves. anrJ increase their quality of livino

working wiih high revers of denia.r and minimization provecfio Lre ehailenging

for many reasons. The ouflined concerns of critics were valid, as assurning the role

of the therapist for this population came with many respcnslbilities. one of these

was having to make repeatec statements that violence was intolerable. This tock

some adjustment. A balance between proceeding at the crient's pace, while

confronting denial and minimization was a necessary but difficult task to achieve.

Fodunately, through supervision it became quiìe possibre to practice unde¡- such

conditions.
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Due to the limited number of sessions usually available to therapists, working

with abusive couples presented other demands. Treatment plans had to be realistic

and flexible as preset agendas were often impossible to follow; when dealing with

dcmestic violence safety issues vrere always assessed fi¡.st. As well, at¡.ition rates

vrere high and motivation foi- change was low.

Using S¡,stems Theory

As an overa¡ching theory, the systemic approacrr was elfeciive i' pr ovirJing

a global map for understanding couple dynamics. The partners' impagi on each

oiher was readily exposed while rigid patterns were clearly identified. For violent

couples, polarized rules of functioning are quite distinguishable through this lens,

as are imbalances within the relaiionship. The significance of intervening while the

couple interacted was therefore highly visible when assuming a systemic view. ln

general, this theoretical intervention pointecl out some direct entry poinls for

treatnrent.

Using systerns theory with spouse abuse couples had limitations, however.

with regarcs to an acual treatrnent plan, this apprcach lacked specific conlponents

for targeted intervention. For this population, systems theory was best uscd in

coniunction with a variety of other theories. Due to the fact that violent relationships

are firnr arrd steadfast in nature, strategic techniques were more appropriate tools

for lostering change, and for mobilization. The behavioural approach was useful
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in tracking violence as a learned behaviour, while a structural view clarified the

purposes and characteristics of established boundaries.

Development as a Clinician

A number of aspects oÍ this practicum have left ¡-emarkable inipi"essions on

me, as a pi-actiiioner when dealing with this population. cn a persoiial level i

leartred a lot about llly ûwn clir¡icai skills. I was abie to iea,-1iiy aliei treaiii-rerit goals

which was ofterr requited when working with such cx.ruples. Wllen ttre possibiiily.l

violence was detected I learned to shíit immediately by separating ihe couple and

assessing for risk, despite the direction being pursued at the time.

Althouqh my experiences have been broad thus far. I had to re-learn that

what I wanted for clients was not necessarily what they wanted for themselves.

Although this was a very primary standpoint that practitioners assume, it was very

easy to allow personal values to direct intervention. For instance with one or two

couples I truly belleved that permanent separation r¡¡ould have been best for- both

of them, anc k'eeping my perscnal views aside pr-c.,,ided a further challenge. ! saw

potential, strenglhs and pcssibiliïes that clients could not see, anc the¡.efore could

not pursuc. At times I had to hold bac!< so as not to push clicnts too hard,

specifically the women.
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I became aware of a protectiveness towards lhe women victims fairly earþ,

and this assisted in helping me treat both partners in an equal manner. The desire

to rescue victims was quite strong, which is probably common when working with

this pcpulation. I had to focus equilaterally at the couple members by sometimes

making specific efÍod to connect with the male abusers.

As a praciiiioner I also learned ihat I do react to clients' unconiforlable

feelings and sonreiinres back ofí prernaturely in nry iiiie of i¡rierve¡ition io 
"u". "r"l''

<Jiscomforl. lrrslead <¡f further quesiiorrirrg irr an area il¡at neerled lo t-re ex¡;iorerl,

i often respondeci io clients' reaction by shifting to a topic less challenging.

supervision was instrumental in this discovery. sometimes I realized ihis in

sessions, and I at least learned to reíntroduce the subject at a later time and go a

little further. More development in this area will have to be pursued at a later time,

one of my greatest areas of learning during this practicum was in having to

face my own personal feelings about my culture. ln working closely with a fellow

Filipino, I was confronted with my own family of origin issues and began to

recognize my need to address these issues. I found my role sometimes less definec

when I slipped intc viewing myself within the ccnÍines cf custcmary Filipino v;ays.

Fo¡' instance, I fclt prcssurc to avoid c¡rtain lines of questioning and to assume a

traditio¡ial respectful role, rather than ihat oÍ the somewhat intrusive, assertive

tirerapist ainring to facilitaie change. Fortunately, fliis has led me to recognize ihis

as anolher area for further development.
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This practicum experience reinforced another vital aspect of clinical work;

indeed, the strength of a change agent seems to lie in the practitioner's willingness

to absorb new knowledge, admit to abirity and inabirity, adapt, and open one's own

doors for deeper exploration.

kview of leming OÞþUives

Wlren considering the learning objectives discussed in tl-re introcluctio¡r of this

report, I believed that all were met to a satisfacl.ory levei. fuly first objective was

c'omforiably achieved. Doing conjoini couple counselling has been an exceilent

opportunity to acquire skiil in using a systemic approach ior assessinq and

interyeninq. Much was gained by engaging both members of the couole relationship

and working within the transactions between them. This led to the accomplishment

of the second objective: r further deveroped my abirity to formulate hypotheses for

treatment planning. Although the client numbers were low, the diversity of the

couples provided broad knowledge and development of technique when working

vrith spouse abuse couples, which covered my third objecive. My ccnfidence in

assuming the role of the therapist was therefore inc¡'eased. The literature anC CireC

experiencc led me to bccome awa¡'e of gender spccific issucd cxpci.icncc by both

padners. These encompassed flre fulÍilment oÍ my Íoui-flr and fifth learning goals.

The sixth goal was an especially rewardirrg one. Tlie coilrerapy exper-ience

was enriching as it taught rne significant ürings about my own persorral style, arrd
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the need to alter this from time to time. Although some adjustment had to take

plac-e throughout our '.r¡orking relationship, we rearned to work comprernentariry v..,ith

each other' Dvight and r had vasfly different styres that provided a hearthy barance

in sessions. From this r rearned the varue of working as a team, and enjoyed the

luxury of sharing the workload while comparing our experiences.

The seventh goar, which entaired assessing my own personar reactions to

family violence was arso achieved. This transpired intermittenfly through

supervision, rog keeping, cotherapist feedback and especiaily through the

compietion of this practicum report.

Despite the comprex anci intense nature of working with domestic abuse, I

found this an excellent opporlunilv for crinical advancement. rn fact. the practicum

and the compilation of this reporl combined. has been an eyeopening and yet

rewarding experience. Artogether. I consider this practicum of doing conjoint

counselling for violent coupres, whire using a mare and femare cotherapy team, a

tremendous learning success.
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